
UNIT-I
Introduction of Computer System

CHAPTER-1
BASIC COMPUTER ORGANISATION

TOPIC-1
  Computer System - I/O devices, CPU, memory, hard disk

Revision Notes 
  COMPUTER : It is an electronic device which manipulates the data according to the list of instructions. It has 

 the ability to store, retrieve and process data. A computer is used to type documents, send E-mails and browse 
 the Internet. It is also used to handle accounting, database management, presentations, games and so on.

  FUNCTIONING OF A COMPUTER

   Computer performs four basic functions which are as follows.

  (i) Input : Information or data that is entered into a computer is called input. It sends data and instructions 
to the central processing unit (CPU).

  (ii) Processing : It is the sequence of actions taken on data to convert it into information which is meaningful 
to the user. It can be calculations, comparisons or decisions taken by the computer.

  (iii) Output : It makes processed data available to the user. It is mainly used to display the desired result to the 
user as per input instructions.

  (iv) Storage : It stores data and programs permanently. It is used to store information during the time of 
program execution and possible to get any type of information from it.

  COMPONENTS OF COMPUTER : A computer consists of following four main components as

  1. Input Devices  2. Output Devices

  3. CPU  3. Memory

  1. Input Devices : The computer accept coded information through input devices by the user. It is a device 
that is used to give required information to the computer. An input device/unit performs the following 
functions.

   (i) It accepts the instructions and data from the user.

   (ii) It converts these instructions and data in computer in acceptable format.

   (iii) It supplies the converted instructions and data to the computer system for further processing.

    Some of commonly used input devices are

   l Keyboard : The user can type text and command using this device. It is used to enter data or 
information in a computer system, which may be in numeric form or alphabetic form.

   l Mouse : It is a pointing device which provides a means to input data and commands in graphic form 
by selecting through moving an arrow called pointer on monitor. The mouse  may be used to position 
the cursor on screen, move an object by dragging or select an object by clicking.

   l Touch Screen : It is an input device that accepts input when the user places a fingertip on the 
computer screen.

   l Scanner : It is an optical input device that uses light as an input source to convert an image into an 
electronic form that can be stored on the computer.

  2. Output Devices : This device sends the processed result to the user. It is mainly used to display the 
desired result to the user as per input instructions. The following functions are performed by output 
device/unit.
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	 	 	 l It accepts the results produced by the computer which are in coded form and hence cannot be easily 
understood by the user.

   l It converts these coded results to human acceptable form.

   l It supplies the converted results to the user.

   Some commonly used output devices are

   l Monitor : It is provided along with the computer to view the display result. It is known as Visual 
Display unit (VDU). An image on the monitor is created by a configuration of dots, also known as 
pixels.

	 	 	 l Printer : It prints information and data from the computer into a paper. It can print documents in 
color as well repeated twice as in black and white. Printers are divided into two basic categories – 
Impact printers and Non-impact printer.

	 	 	 l Speaker : It is an output device that receives sound in the form of electric current. It needs a sound 
card connected to a CPU, that generates sound via a card.

  3. Central Processing Unit (CPU) : It consists of a set of registers, arithmetic logic unit and control unit, 
which together interprets and executes instructions in assembly language.

   The primary functions of the CPU are as follows :

	 	 	 l The CPU transfers instructions and input data from main memory to registers i.e. internal memory. 

   l The CPU executes the instructions in the stored sequence.

   l When necessary, CPU transfers output data from registers to main memory.

   l Central Processing Unit is often called the brain of computer. The CPU is fabricated as single 
Integrated Circuit (IC) and is also known as microprocessor.

   l A CPU controls all the internal and external devices and performs arithmetic and logic operations.

   l The CPU consists of following main sub-systems.

   (i) Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) : ALU contains the electronic circuitry that executes all arithmetic and 
logical operations on the available data. ALU uses registers to hold the data that is being processed.

    Most ALUs can perform the following operations.

   l Logical Operations (AND, NOT, OR, XOR)

   l Arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division)

	 	 	 l Bit shifting number of bit to the left or right with or without sign extension.

	 	 	 l Comparison operations (=, <, <=, >, >=)

Registers : These are used to quickly accept, store and transfer data and instructions that are being 
used immediately by the CPU. These registers are at the top of the memory hierarchy and are the 
fastest way for the system to manipulate data.

   (ii) Control Unit (CU) : CU coordinates with the input and output devices of a computer. It directs 
the computer to carry out stored program instructions by communicating with the ALU and the 
registers. It organises the processing of data and instructions.

    The basic functions of control unit is to fetch the instruction stored in the main memory, identify the  
operations and the devices involved in it and accordingly generate control signals.

  4. Memory : The computer memory is one of the most important elements in a computer system. It stores 
data and instructions required during the processing of data and output results.

   Storage may be required for a limited period of time, instantly or for an extended period of time. It also 
relates to many devices that are responsible for storing data on a temporary or a permanent basis.

   Type of Memory : In general, the memory is classified into two categories as follows

   (i) Primary memory  (ii) Secondary Memory

   (i) Primary Memory : The memory unit that communicates directly with the CPU is called main memory 
or internal memory or primary memory.

    The primary memory allows the computer to store data for immediate manipulation and to keep 
track of what is currently being processed. It has limited storage capacity.

    Main memory is volatile in nature, it means that when the power is turned OFF, the contents of this 
memory are lost forever.

    Primary memory can be further classified in two categories as.
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   (a) Random Access Memory (RAM) : It is used for temporary storage of input data, output data and 
intermediate results. It is also known as read/write memory, that allows CPU to read as well as write 
data and instructions into it.

    There are two types of RAM are

	 	 	 l Dynamic RAM (DRAM) : It must be refreshed continually to store information. DRAM is made up 
of memory cells where each cell is composed of one capacitor and one transistor.

   l Static RAM (SRAM) : It needs not be refreshed periodically. It uses multiple transistors for each 
memory cell. It does not use capacitor. SRAM is often used as a cache memory due to its high speed. 

   (b) Read Only Memory (ROM) : It does not lose its contents when the power is switched OFF. ROM is 
also known as non-volatile  memory or permanent storage.

    ROM can have data and instructions written to it only one time.

    Once a ROM chip is programmed at the time of manufacturing, it cannot be reprogrammed or 
rewritten.

    Three are three categories of ROM as follows :

	 	 	 l Programmable ROM(PROM) : It is also non - volatile in nature once a PROM has been programmed, 
its contents can never be changed. It is one time programmable device.

    These types of memories are found in video game consoles, mobile phones, implantable medical 
devices and high definition multimedia interface. 

   l Erasable Programmable ROM : (EPROM) It is similar to PROM, but can be erased by exposure to 
strong, ultraviolet light, then rewritten. So it is also known as Ultraviolet Erasable Programmable 
ROM (UVEPROM).

   l Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM (EEPROM) : It is similar to EPROM, but it can be erased 
electrically then rewritten electrically and the burning process is reversible by exposure to electric 
pulses. It is the most flexible type of ROM and is now commonly used for holding BIOS.

   (ii) Secondary Memory/Storage : This memory stores much larger amounts of data and information 
for extended periods of time. Data in secondary memory cannot be processed directly by the CPU, 
it must first be copied into primary memory i.e, RAM. It is the slower and cheaper form of memory 
secondary storage is used to store data as program when they are not being processed. It is also 
non - volatile in nature. Due to this, the data remain in the secondary storage as long as it is not over 
written or deleted by the user. It is a permanent storage.

  SECONDARY MEMORY DEVICES INCLUDE AS FOLLOW 

  (a) Hard Disk Drive (HDD) : It is a  non-volatile, random access digital data storage device. HDD is a data 
storage device used for storing and retrieving digital data information using rotating disks (platters) coated 
with magnetic material. All programs of a computer are installed in hard disk. It is not required  fixed i.e. 
cannot be removed from the drive. It consist of a spindle that holds non-magnetic flat circular disk; called 
platter, which requires two read/write heads, that are used to write and read information from a platter. 
All the read/write heads are attached to a single access arm so that they cannot move independently.

   The information is recorded in bands; each band of information is called a track. Each platter has the same 
number of tracks and a track location that cuts across all platters is called a cylinder.

   The track are divided repeated twice into pie-shaped  sections known as sectors.

  (b) Floppy disk (Diskette) : It is used to store data but it can store small amount of data and it is slower to 
access than hard disks. Floppy disks are round in shape and a thin plastic disk is coated with iron oxide. 
Data is retrieved or recorded on the surface of the disk through a slot on the envelope. Floppy disk 
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  (c) Magnetic Tape : These tapes are made of a plastic film-type material repeated coated with magnetic 
materials to store data permanently. Data can be read as well as recorded. It is usually 12.5 mm to 25 
mm wide and 500 m to 1200 m long. Magnetic tapes hold not required the maximum data, which can 
be accessed sequentially. They are generally used to store backup data or that type of data, which is not 
recurrently used or to transfer data from one system to another. 

  (d) Compact Disk (CD) : It is the most popular and the least expensive type of optical disc. A CD (Compact 
Disk) is capable of being used as a data storage device along with storing of digital audio. The files are 
stored on this particular contiguous sector.
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   CD are categorised   into three main types on follows :

   (i) CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory)

   (ii) CD-R (Compact Disc-Recordable)

   (iii) CD-RW (Compact Disc-Rewritable) 

  (e) Digital Video Disc (DVD) : DVD is also known as Super Density Disc (SDD) or Digital  Versatile Disc 
(DVD). It is an optical disc storage media. DVDs offer higher storage capacity than CD while having the 
same dimensions.

   Depending upon the disc type, DVD can store several Gigabytes of data (4.7 GB - 17.0 GB). DVDs are 
primarily used to store music or 6 movies can be played back on your television or computer too. They are 
not re-writable media.

   DVDs come in three varieties as follows:

   (i) DVD-ROM (Digital Video Disk-Read Only Memory)

   (ii) DVD-R (Digital Video Disc- Recordable)

   (iii) DVD-RW(DVD-Rewritable)

  (f) Blue-ray Disc : It is an optical disc storage medium designed to recapture the data normally in DVD 
format. Blu-ray disks (BD) contains 25 GB (23.31) GB per layer space. The name Blu-ray disc refers to the 
blue laser used to read the disc which allows informations to be stored at a greater density than the longer 
wavelength red laser used in DVDs.

   Blu-Ray can hold almost 5 times more data than a single Layer DVD.

   The variation in the formats are as fallows :

   (i) BD-ROM (Read Only)

   (ii) BD-R (Recordable)

   (iii) BD-RW (Re writable)

   (iv) BD-RE (Rewritable)

  (g) Pen/Thumb Drive : Pen Drive is also known as flash drive. A flash drive is a data storage device that 
consist of flash memory (key memory) with a portable USB. (Universal Serial Bus) interface. 

   USB flash drives are typically removable, rewritable and  much smaller than a floppy disk.

   Today, flash drives are available in various storage capacities as 256 MB, 512 MB, 1 GB, 4 GB, 16 GB upto 
64 GB. They are widely used as an easy and small medium to transfer and store the information from the 
computer.

  (h) Memory Cards : These are the data storage devices in a chip shaped, which can store the data in it. 
They are commonly used in many electronic devices including digital cameras, mobile phones, laptop 
computers. They are small, re - recordable, easily portable and light weighted.

   Memory Measurement

   1 bit - Binary digit

   4 bits -1 nibble

   8 bits - 1 byte - 2 nibble

   1024 bytes - 1 KB (Kilobyte)

   1024 KB - 1 MB (Megabyte)

   1024 MB - 1 GB (Gigabyte)

   1024 GB - 1 TB (Terabyte)

   1024 TB - 1 PB (Petabyte)

   1024 PB - 10 EB (Exabyte)

   1024 EB - 1 ZB (Zettabyte)

   1024 ZB - 1 YB (Yottabyte)

   1024 YB - 1 Bronto byte

   1024 Brontobyte - 1 Geophyte
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TOPIC-2
Battery, Power, Transition from Calculator to Computer, 
Troubleshooting with Computers

Revision Notes
  BATTERY 

  A Battery is a hardware component that supplies power to a device, enabling that device to work without a 
 power cord.

  Batteries are often capable of powering laptop computer for several hours depending on how much power it 
 requires.

  Today, many high-end devices such as computer laptops and cell phones use rechargeable batteries that 
 allow a user to recharge the battery once depleted of energy.

  Types of Computer batteries

  (i) CMOS Battery (ii) Bridge Battery (iii) Main Battery

 (i) CMOS Battery : CMOS stands for Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor chip. This battery, unlike the 
 other battery types is present in each and every computer. They are small in size and generally the lifetime of 
 the motherboard.

  The actual function of this CMOS battery is to power the CMOS which stores the clock settings and hardware 
 settings.

  If you observe your system time not being updated, the next time you turn on your computer, it is due to your 
 CMOS battery is dead.

 (ii) Bridge Battery : It is not a part of every  computer. It is only limited to the laptops and that too not in all of 
 them. So as the name suggests, it is an auxiliary power source which keeps laptop alive when the main 
 battery is replaced.

  It is not big or powerful as main battery but can take care of the power requirements in that short span of 
 time. It is also known as backup battery.

 (iii) Main Battery : It is the ultimate alternative source that makes laptops portable. It has the capacity to store, 
 charge and supply it to the components whenever required.

  Battery Technologies :

  There are different battery technologies that allow a battery to work. They are

  * Nickel Cadmium (Nicd)

  * Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH)

  * Lithium-Ion (Li-ion)

  * Lithium-Ion Polymer (Li-ion polymer)

  Most of the present laptops are equipped with Lithium-ion and lithium-polymer batteries.

	  POWER SUPPLY UNIT

  The power supply unit is the piece of hardware that is used to convert the power provided from the outlet 
 into usable power for many parts inside the computer case.

  It converts the Alternating Current (AC) into a continuous form of power called Direct Current (DC) that the 
 computer components need in order to run normally. It also regulates overheating by controlling voltage, 
 which might change automatically or manually depending on the power supply.

  How much power does a computer use ?

  The power consumption of computer varies depending on whether it is a desktop or a laptop:

 l Desktop computer : Uses an average of 200 W/hour. This is the sum of the average consumption per hour 
of the computer itself (171 W), the Internet modem (10W), the printer (5W) and the loudspeaker (20W).

  Assuming that a computer is on for eight hours a day, the annual consumption comes to 600 kWh.
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	 l Laptop : Uses considerably less : between 50 to 100 W per hour when it is on, depending on the model. If it 
is used for eight hours a day, consumption therefore varies between 150 and 300 kWh/year.

	 l On stand-by mode, The power consumption of both a desktop and a laptop computer falls to about a third.

  Putting the monitor on stand-by reduces its consumption by 15%. If the computer is switched off completely, 
then of course it does not use any power.

  Some tips to save energy :

 (i) Switch off the printer when it is not needed

 (ii) Switch off the screen if you are not working an the PC just now.

 (iii) Use a laptop in preference to a desktop.

 (iv) Switch off the loudspeakers if you are not using them.

 (v) Switch off the modem at night.

  TRANSITION FROM CALCULATOR TO COMPUTER

  A Calculator is defined as a device used for performing mathematics and algebraic calculations and has a 
 visual display. At first, the gadgets considered as an adding machine were the math device that created 
 around 200 BC.

  A Computer is an electronic device used to store information and then process it in binary form depending 
 on the instructions the user gives.

  At first, the vast majority of these vary greater in size and required bigger tables and space to fit in.

  Key differences between Calculator and Computer :

	 l A computer is an electronic device used to store information and then process it in binary for depending on 
the instructions the users gives. On the other hand, a calculator is defined as a device used for performing 
mathematics and algebraic calculations and has a visual display.

	 l A computer has display screen called monitor that shows wide range of things such as the image and video.

  On the other hand, the screen of a calculator stays much smaller and only displays numbers.

	 l A computer already has an in-built calculator, on the contrary, a calculator does not have a computer inside 
it.

	 l The size of a computer system ranges from larger to huge, on the other hand, the size of a calculator stays 
much smaller and easily fits in the hands of a person mostly equating to a cell phone.

  TRANSITION FROM COMPUTER TO SMART DEVICES

  There are various points of transition from computer to smart devices. They are

 1.  Portability : Laptop computers are portable by design but Desktop computers on the other hand are not 
usually considered portable. While smartphones are light weight and can fit in a purse or pocket. They are 
designed to be taken anywhere.

 2. Cost : Prices for a computer can very widely depending on its capabilities, storage, and features.

  While the price of a smartphone is often added into the cost of a multi-year contract with a mobile services 
provider.

 3. Storage : Computer‘s storage comes approximate 250 GB today. While most smartphones and tablets come 
with between 8 GB and 64 GB of built-in storage.

 4. Connectivity : Desktop computers generally come with Ethernet capability, either on the motherboard or a 
discrete NIC. While smartphones and tablets can connect to Wi-Fi networks for Internet access.

 5. Slower processors : Mobile devices generally have much less processing power than desktop computers.

 6. Screen Size : Desktop computers can connect to a wide variety of monitors. Their resolutions generally range 
from 1600 × 900 to 2560 × 1600.  While smartphone screens vary somewhat depending on the manufacturer 
and model.

 7. Operating System : Operating System designed for computers and laptops are full featured. While mobile 
operating systems are specialized for a specific set of devices.

 8. Inputting : User uses keyboard to enter data or instructions into the computer. While user uses finger on touch 
screen to enter data or instructions into the smartphones. 
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  BASIC COMPUTER TROUBLESHOOTING

  Basic Computer troubleshooting involves diagnosing, identifying and solving computer system problems. 
 Like any electronics equipment, a computer may stop working or unable to start at all because of several 
 reasons.

  The reasons could be either software or hardware failure or both. You can solve it if you follow computer 
 troubleshooting techniques.

  Generally, computer problems fall into two main areas : Hardware and Software.

 l Hardware problem : It occurs when one of the key parts of a computer is unable to work properly. The key 
 components of a computer that are required to run a computer includes motherboard, CPU, Memory, hard 
 drive. CD/DVD, Floppy drive, monitor and keyboard.

 l Software problem : Software includes both the operating system and application programs. A problem 
 related with operating system may stop the entire system, in this case you should repair it by using boot disk 
 or reinstall.

  Whereas, the fault caused by application program can be corrected by using software repair programs such 
 as register cleaner, or reinstall it again. Some of the reasons for software problems include

  (a) Corrupted or missing system files

  (b) Virus attack

  (c) Invalid hardware driver

  (d) Corrupted registry

  (e) Improper program installation. 

	  TROUBLESHOOTING THE PROBLEMS

  Hardware troubleshooting : 

  If it is a hardware problem, you either repair or replace it with a new one. Actually, not all parts of computers 
 are repairable.

  Even if it is maintainable, in most cases replacing the defective part with a new one is cheaper than repair it.

  There are number of ways to identify malfunction hardware, the most common methods are using POST 
 (Power on Self Test), bootstrap and diagnosing application.

  The POST tests the basic functioning components of a computer-CPU, Memory, Hard drive, Keyboard and 
 display controller. The results of the tests are displayed on your computer screen and tells which hardware 
 part has a failure or is not configured properly. 

  In fact, some of the methods mentioned above are only applicable for if the system is not dead. If it is a 
 dead system, you will be forced to test individual parts by using other similar working system unit. You also 
 use bootstrap method.

  Most of the time, the causes of a dead system is malfunction power supply unit. So, make sure that the power 
 supply is working properly before going to test other components.

  Software Troubleshooting :

  Reinstalling and updating software is the primary way of troubleshooting systems problem created by 
 software. Any system error or corruption related with installed application can be fixed by installing an 
 updated and fresh copy again.

  On the other hand, if it is Windows boot problem, there are a few way outs. Depending on the defect type, 
 you can repair it by using boot disk, update/fix Master Boot Record (MBR), use safe mode or reinstall it again 
 from scratch.

  Rebooting your PC to safe mode enables you to remove or repair particular type of program responsible for 
 system breakdown.

	 qqq
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CHAPTER-2
DATA REPRESENTATION

TOPIC-1
  Data Representation : Binary

Revision Notes
 l Data Representation refers to those methods which are used internally to represent information stored in a 

 computer.

 l Human language is not used to enter and process data and instructions into computers directly. All data such 
 as numbers, letters, alphabets, symbols, image or sound must first be converted into machine readable form 
 i.e., Binary form. Because computer can only understand the binary language (1 or 0).

 l Data representation in digital circuits Microprocessor, electronic component of computer are made up of 
 millions of integrated circuits. In these circuits, the availability of high voltage (ON) is represented by 1 while 
 low voltage (OFF) is represented by O. This concept is just like electric circuit in which switches ON and OFF 
 represent when the symbol is pressed and not pressed respectively. Binary number system is used for 
 describing data representation in digital computers.  

 l Data representation on magnetic media : The laser beam reflected from the land is interpreted, as 1. The 
 presence of a magnetic field in one direction on magnetic media is represented by 1 while the field in the 
 opposite direction is represented by O.

 l Data representation on optical media : In optical devices, the presence of light is represented by 1 while the 
 absence of light is represented by 0. This technology is used by optical devices to read or store data.

 l There are reasons for using binary system in computer because it has proved difficult to develop devices that 
 can understand natural languages directly by the computer due to the complexity of natural languages. So, 
 electric  circuit based on the  binary system (ON or OFF) logic has constructed. All forms of data or instructions 
 can be represented in binary format in the computer.

 l Another reason for  using binary system in computers is that devices are more reliable, small and use less 
 energy as compared to analog devices.

	  NUMBER SYSTEM 

 l It defines a set of values that is used to perform quantity. Digital computer internally use the binary number 
 system to represent data and perform arithmetic calculations.

   Number system can be categorised into four types as 

  (1) Decimal Number System

  (2) Binary Number System 

  (3) Octal Number System

  (4) Hexadecimal Number System

  (1) Decimal Number System

  l This number system is used in our day-to-day life. Decimal number system has 10 digits (0 to 9), So it is 
called base 10 number system.

  l Decimal number system must be written as x10 where  x is a natural number between 0 to 9.

   e.g. (534)10, (0349)10, etc.

  (2)  Binary Number

  l This  system is very efficient for computers, but for humans. It contains only two digits 0 and 1. So, it is 
also called base 2 number system.

  l Binary number system must be written as x2 where x is number either 0 or 1. e.g. (01110)2, (11101)2 etc.

   A list of the first several power of 2 is

   20= 1, 21 = 2, 22 = 4, 23 = 8, 24 = 16, 25 = 32, 26 = 64, 27 = 128, 28 = 256, 29 = 512, 210 = 1024, 211 = 2048
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  (3) Octal Number System

  l It consists of eight digits ranging from 0 to 7. So, it is also called Base 8 number system. e.g. (236)8, (435)8 
A list of the first several powers of 8 is

   80 = 1, 81 = 8, 82 = 164, 83 = 512, 84 = 4096, 85 = 32768

  (4) Hexadecimal Number System 

  l It provides us with a shorthand method of working with binary numbers. It consists of 16 unique digits 
ranging from 0 to 9 and letters A to F where A denotes 10, B denotes 11, ........ F denotes 15.

   So, it is also called Base 16 number system.

   e.g. (49B)16, (AF3)16

   A list of the first several power of 16 is

   160 = 1, 161 = 16, 162 = 256, 163 = 4096, 164 = 65536

	  CONVERSION BETWEEN THE NUMBER SYSTEM

  Different types of conversion between the number system are discussed below

  (i) Binary to decimal

   To convert a binary number to a decimal number, we proceed as follows: 

  l Write the place value stating from the right hand side.

  l Now, write each digit under its place value.

  l Multiply each digit by its corresponding place value.

  l Add all the multiplicand.

  l The output will be the decimal with Base 10.

   e.g. (1100101)2 → (?)10

    Place value  26 25 24 23 22 21 20

    Binary digit 1 1 0 0 1 0 1

   Now, multiply each digit by its place value

    = 1 × 26 + 1 × 25 + 0 × 24 + 0 × 23 + 1 × 22 + 0 × 21 + 1 × 20

    = 1 × 64 + 1 × 32 + 0 × 16 + 0 × 8 + 1 × 4 + 0 ×2 + 1 × 1

    = 64 + 32 + 0 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 1

    = (101)10

  l  The power for integral part will be positive and for fractional part will be negative.

   e.g. (11001.010)2 → (?)10

    (11001.010)2 = 1 × 24 + 1 × 23 + 0 × 22 + 0 × 21 + 1 × 20+ 0 × 2–1 + 1 × 2–2 + 0 × 2–3

     = 1 × 16 + 1 × 8 + 0 × 4 + 0 × 2 + 1 × 1 + 0 ×0.5 + 1 × 0.25 + 0 × 0.125

     =16 + 8 + 1 + 0.25

     = (25.25)10

    (11001.010)2 = (25.25)10

  (ii) Decimal to Binary 

   To convert the decimal number to binary number, we proceed to follow :

  l Divide the decimal number by 2.

  l Write the quotient and remainder, remainder should be 0 or 1.

  l If quotient ≠ 0, then again divide the quotient by 2 and back to step 2.

  l If quotient = 0, then terminate the process

   e.g. (532)10 → (?)2 

Remainder

2 532 0

2 266 0

2 133 1

2 66 0
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2 33 1

2 16 0

2 8 0

2 4 0

2 2 0

2 1 1

0

   So, (532)10 = (1000010100)2

   For fractional part, (0.375)10 = (?)2

    0.375 × 2 = 0.750

    0.750 × 2 = 1.500

    0.500 × 2 = 1.000

   Fraction becomes Zero

   So,  (0.375)10 = (0.011)2

  (iii) Binary to xOctal 

   To convert binary to octal, following steps are used

  l Simply group the digits of the binary number into groups of three from right to left.

  l If the left most group has less than 3 bits, put in the necessary number of leading zeroes on the left.

  l Each group is converted by its decimal number.

   e.g. (110011001)2 = (?)8

    110 011 001

    ↓	 ↓	 ↓

    6  3 1

   So, (110011001)2 = (631)8

  (iv) Binary to Hexadecimal 

   To convert binary to hexadecimal, following steps are used

  l Simply group the digits of the binary number into groups of four from right to left

  l If the left most group has less than 4 bits, put in the necessary number of leading zeroes on the left

  l Each group is converted by its decimal number.

   e.g. (1101001010)2 = (?)16

    0011 0100 1010

    ↓	 ↓	 ↓

    3 4 10 = A

   So, (1101001010)2 = (34A)16

  (v) Octal to decimal

   To convert octal number to decimal number, we proceed as follows :

   We use same method as we did with binary numbers.

   e.g. (532.5)8 = (?)10

     532.5 = 5 × 82 + 3×81 + 2 × 80 + 5 × 8–1

      = 5 × 64 + 3 × 8 + 2 × 1 + 5 × 0.125

      = 320 + 24 + 2 + 0.625

      = 346.625

     (532.5)8 = (346.625)10

  (vi) Octal to Binary

   Convert every digit of the number from octal to binary in the group of 3 bits.

   e.g. (5103.4)8 = (?)2
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     5 1 0 3 4

     ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

     101 001 000 011 100

   So,  (5103.4)8 = (101001000011100)2

  (vii) Hexadecimal to Binary 

   For this, simply convert each hexadecimal digit to 4 bits binary equivalent.

   e.g. (CA34)16 = (?)2

     C = 12 A = 10 3 4 

     ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

     1100 1010 0011 0100

   So, (CA34)16 = (1100101000110100)2

  (viii) Decimal to Octal

   To convert decimal number to octal number, following steps are used :

  l Divide the decimal number by 8.

   Write the quotient and remainder. Remainder will be from 0 to 7.

   If the quotient ≠ 0, then again divide the quotient by 8 and go back to step 2.

   If quotient = 0 or less than 8 then terminate the process

   e.g. (43759)10 = (?)8

Remainder

8 43759 7

8 5469 6

8 683 3

8 85 5

8 10 2

8 1 1

0

   So, (43759)10 = (125367)8

Decimal, Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal Equivalent

Decimal Binary Octal Hexadecimal

0 0000 0 0

1 0001 1 1

2 0010 2 2

3 0011 3 3

4 0100 4 4

5 0101 5 5

6 0110 6 6

7 0111 7 7

8 1000 — 8

9 1001 — 9

10 1010 — A

11 1011 — B

12 1100 — C

13 1101 — D

14 1110 — E

15 1111 — F
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  BINARY ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS   

  In all digital computers, binary arithmetic operations are essential features. It performs many operations as

 (i) Binary Addition

  This operation is used to add two or more binary numbers. They have some basic rules as follows

A + B Sum Carry

0 + 0 0 0

0 + 1 1 0

1 + 0 1 0

1 + 1 0 0

  In last row, sum of (1 + 1 = 10) i.e., 0 is written in sum and 1 is written in carry.

  e.g.   1110110 (118)10

    + 1001001 (73)10

    10111111 (191)10

 (ii) Binary Subtraction

  This operation is used to find the difference of two numbers. They have some basic rules as follows

A –B Subtract Borrow

0 – 0 0 0

1 – 0 1 0

1 – 1 0 0

0 – 1 1 1

  e.g.   10101010 (170)10

    – 10100010 (162)10

    00001000 (8)10

 (iii) Binary Multiplication

  Binary multiplication is same as decimal multiplication. They have same rules

A × B Multiplication

0 × 0 0

0 × 1 0

1 × 0 0

1 × 1 1

  e.g.   0010011 (19)10

    × 011 (3)10

    0010011

    0010011×

    0000000××

    000111001 (57)10

 (iv) Binary Division

  Binary Division is same as decimal division.

  e.g.  101) 11010 (101

    101

    110

    101

    1

  Quotient = 101

  Remainder = 1
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TOPIC-2
  ASCII and UNICODE

Revision Notes
  ASCII 

  ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. The ASCII code associates an integer 
value for each symbol in the character set such as letters, digits, punctuations marks, special characters and control 
characters.

                  The ASCII decimal number is created from binary, which is the language of all computers.

  ASCII was first developed and published in 1963 by the X3 committee, a part of the ASA (American Standards 
Association)

  ASCII SECTIONS

  The ASCII tables is divided into three different sections as

 (i) Non-printable : It represents the system codes between 0 and 31.

 (ii) Lower ASCII : It represents the codes between 32 and 127. This table originates from the American systems, 
which worked on 7-bit character tables.

 (iii) Higher ASCII : It represents the codes between 128 and 255. Foreign letters are also placed in this section.

  This portion is programmable, characters which are based on language of operating system or programs that 
users are using.  

  NON-PRINTABLE CODES

  Dec Char

   0 NUL (null)

   1 SOH (Start of heading)

   2 STX (Start of text)

   3 ETX (end of text)

   4 EOT (end of transmission)

   5 ENQ (enquiry)

   6 ACK (acknowledge)

   7 BEL (bell)

   8 BS (backspace)

   9 TAB (horizontal tab)

   10 LF (NL line feed, new line)

   11 VT (Vertical tab)

   12 FF (NP form feed, new page)

   13 CR (carriage retun)

   14 SO (shift out)

   15 Sl (shift in)

   16 DLE (data link escape)

   17 DC1 (device control 1)

   18 DC2 (device control 2

   19 DC3 (device control 3)

   20 DC4 (device control 4)

   21 NAK (negative acknowledge)

   22  SYN (synchronous idle)

   23 ETB (end of transmission block)

   24  CAN (cancel)

   25 EM (end of medium)
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   26 SUB (substitute)

   27 ESC (escape)

   28 FS (file separator)

   29 GS (group separator)

   30 RS (record separator

   31 US (unit separator)

   32 SPACE

  STANDARD OR LOWER ASCII CHARACTERS AND CODES

Char Dec Binary Char Dec Binary Char Dec Binary

! 033 00100001 A 065 01000001 a 097 01100001

'' 034 00100010 B 066 01000010 b 098 01100010

# 035 00100011 C 067 01000011 c 099 01100011

$ 036 00100100 D 068 01000100 d 100 01100100

% 037 00100101 E 069 01000101 e 101 01100101

& 038 00100110 F 070 01000110 f 102 01100110

' 039 00100111 G 071 01000111 g 103 01100111

( 040 00101000 H 072 01001000 h 104 01101000

) 041 00101001 I 073 01001001 i 105 01101001

* 042 00101010 J 074 01001010 j 106 01101010

+ 043 00101011 K 075 01001011 k 107 01101011

, 044 00101100 L 076 01001100 i 108 01101100

- 045 00101101 M 077 01001101 m 109 01101101

. 046 00101110 N 078 01001110 n 110 01101110

/ 047 00101111 O 079 01001111 o 111 01101111

0 048 00110000 P 080 01010000 p 112 01110000

1 049 00110001 Q 081 01010001 q 113 01110001

2 050 00110010 R 082 01010010 r 114 01110010

3 051 00110111 S 083 01010011 s 115 01110011

4 052 00110100 T 084 01010100 t 116 01110100

5 053 00110101 U 085 01010101 u 117 01110101

6 054 00110110 V 086 01010110 v 118 01110110

7 055 00110111 W 087 01010111 w 119 01110111

8 056 00111000 X 088 01011000 x 120 01111000

9 057 00111001 Y 089 01011001 y 121 01111001

: 058 00111010 Z 090 01011010 z 122 01111010

; 059 00111011 [ 091 01011011 { 123 01111011

< 060 00111100 \ 092 01011100 | 124 01111100

= 061 00111101 ] 093 01011101 } 125 01111101

> 062 00111110 ^ 094 01011110 ~ 126 01111110

? 063 00111111 - 095 01011111 _ 127 01111111

@ 064 01000000 ' 096 01100000

  ASCII table has 128 characters with the range from 0 to 127. 7 bits are required to represent a character. in  

  ASCII, however computer use 8 bits (1 byte) for an ASCII character.

  All the characters that can be printed by the computer and display on the monitor or printed on paper are 
called printable characters.
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  UNICODE

 l It is a universal encoding system to provide a comprehensive character set and was created by the Unicode 
Consortium.

 l Unicode simplifies software localization and improves multilingual text processing. It overcomes the difficulty 
inherent in ASCII and extended ASCII.

 l Unlike ASCII, which was designed to represent only basic English characters from all language around the 
world.

 l The standard ASCII character set only supports 128 characters, while unicode can support roughly 1,000,000 
characters.

 l Unicode was originally a 2 byte character set.

  There are serval different types of unicode encoding as

 l UTF- 8 : Uses anywhere from 1 to 4 bytes per character depending on character, but ASCII take only 1 byte for 
unusual ones. 

 l UTF-16 : Uses 2 bytes for most characters, while very unusual characters take 4.

 l UTF-32 : Uses 4 bytes per character. We can calculate the number of characters in a UTF-32 string by only 
counting bytes.

	 qqq

UNIT-II
Introduction: Python Programming

CHAPTER-3
GETTING STARTED WITH PYTHON

Revision Notes  

 l Python is an interpreted and high-level language. Python programming language was developed by Guido 
 Van Rossum in February 1991. It is a general purpose language.

 l Python is based on two programming languages

  (i)  ABC language

  (ii) Module 3

 l It supports multiple programming languages or paradigms including functional programming, procedural 
 programming and object-oriented programming. Python is also dynamically typed and garbage collected.

 l Python can run or many operating systems such as Windows, Mac OS, Unix etc. It is open source and freely 
 distributed.

  ADVANTAGES OF PYTHON

 l Python is easy to use and easy to read as compared to other languages like C/C++, Java etc. It is dynamically 
 typed and mandates indentation.

 l Python is freely available and open source language that means its source code is available for public. You can 
 download it directly from the Internet, use it, modify its source code and redistribute to others.

 l It is a high level language so you do not need to know the architecture of the system and manage the memory.

 l It has a standard library which contains the definitions of predefined functions, packages and modules.

 l Python is platform independent that means it can run on any machine or server without any changes in its 
 code. This makes Python a portable language.

 l Python can be extended to other languages. You can write some of your code in languages such as C++ or 
 C, this comes in handy especially in projects.

 l It can support both-object oriented programming and procedure-oriented programming. Features of object 
 oriented programming, like classes, objects, reusability help us to model the code easily.
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  DISADVANTAGES OF PYTHON

 l Python is interpreted language that means it can read the code line by line what makes the speed of it very 
 slow.

 l It serves a good server side language but it is rarely seen on the client side. It is very useful for system but seen 
 as a weak language for mobile computing.

 l Compared to more widely used technologies like JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) and ODBC (Open 
 Database Connectivity), Python‘s database access layers are a bit underdeveloped. Consequently, it is less 
 often applied in huge enterprise.

 l It is a dynamically typed language that means you do not need to declare variable before writing the code. 
 This type of feature of python gives the run time error.

  PYTHON DOWNLOAD AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

  Python needs 25 Mb disk space to download. Before proceeding writing the code , you need to download and 
 install Python.

  DOWNLOADING

 l Write Python.org in the URL and press Enter.

 l A page will open. Click on Python Downloads.

 l Now,  click download Python 3.x button. Here x is the name of version

 l The file named Python-3.x.exe should start downloading into your default downloads folder.

  INSTALLATION

 l After downloading the setup of Python, double-click on this setup. An open file-security warning pop-up 
 window will appear on screen.

 l Click on Run. A Python 3.x(32-bit) setup pop-up window will appear.

 l Highlight the Install Now message and then click on it.

 l Click the yes button. A new Python 3.x(32-bit) Setup pop-up window will appear with a setup Progress 
 message and a progress bar

 l Click the close button.

  WORKING IN PYTHON

  You can work in Python with two ways as follows

  (i) Interactive mode (ii) Script mode

 (i) Interactive mode 

  It is a quick way for running the Python code. It executes the code by typing Python shell. To access the 
interactive mode in Python follow steps as

  Start button → All Programs → Python → IDLE (Python)  

  A window will appear with >>> sign.

  You can write the code and press Enter key to execute that code.

  >>> print (“Program“)

  Program

  >>> a = 10

  >>> b = 5

  >>> c = a + b

  >>> print (“the value of C :“, C)

  the value of C : 15

  >>> 10 * 5

  50

  >>> 10 – 5 + 2

  7

  >>> print (10*2)

  20
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  Advantages of Interactive mode

 l		Helpful when your script is extremely short and you want immediate results.

 l		Good for novice who need to understand Python basics.

  Disadvantages of Interactive mode

  l	It is very tedious to run long pieces of code.

  l		Editing the code in interactive mode is hard as you have to move back to the previous commands.

 (ii) Script Mode 

  If you want to run long python code then interactive mode is not useful for that. Script mode is the way to 
go in such cases. In script mode, you need to write code then save it with a .py extension.

  After writing the code, you can run it clicking Run button then Run module or Simply Press F5.

  a = 10

  b = 5

  c = a + b + 2

  print (“calculation“)

  print(“The value of C : “, C)

  print(“Hello world“)

  print (“Python Program“)

  Output 

  calculation

  The value of C : 17

  Hello world

  Python Program

  Advantages of Script Mode

 l    It is easy to run large pieces of code.

 l    Editing your script is easier in script mode.

  Disadvantages of Script Mode

	 l	 Can be tedious when you need to run only a single or a few lines of code.

	 l     You must create and save a file before executing your code.

	 qqq

CHAPTER-4
PYTHON FUNDAMENTAL

Revision Notes :
  l    A program is a set of instructions that governs the processing in any programming language.

 l IPO is Input, Process and Output. In any language, you need to give input that processes and produces an 
appropriate output.

 l To start the Python programming, you must know about basics of Python which are described in this 
chapter.

  Character Set : Every programming language contains some characters that can be recognised are called 
character set. These character can be letter, digit or special symbol, Python includes some character sets as 

 l Letters  A – Z,  a – z

 l Digits 0 – 9

 l Special character space + - * / ** \ ( )[ ] { } // = | = < > ' " , ; : % ! $ # @ underscore (_)

 l White space tab (→ ), blank space, carriage return (↵), form feed, line terminator.

 l Other characters like ASCII and unicode characters can be processed by Python
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  TOKEN

  It is the smallest unit in a program. It is meaningful to the compiler or interpreter. Tokens can be represented 
 by a sequence of characters which acts as a logical unit

  Python includes following tokens.

   (i) Keywords (ii) Identifiers  (iii) Literals or constants 

   (iv) Operators (v) Punctuators

 (i)  Keyboards : Keywords are also known as reserved words that have some special meaning. These reserved 
words may not be used as constant or variable or any other identifier names. All the Python keywords 
contain lowercase letters only except False, None and True.

  The following list shows the reserved words in Python 

and Finally pass

as for print

assert from raise

break global return

class if try

continue import while

def in with

del is yield

elif lambda False

else not None

except or True

 (ii)  Identifiers : An identifier is a name used to identify a variable, function, class, module or other object. 
An identifier starts with a letter A to Z or a to z or an underscore (_) followed by zero or more letters, 
underscore and digits (0 to 9).

 l Python does not allow punctuation characters such as @, $ and % within identifiers. Python is a case 
sensitive programming language. Thus, Value and value are two different identifiers in Python.

  Here are following identifiers naming convention for Python :

 	Starting an identifier with a single leading underscore indicates by convention that the identifier is 
meant to be private. 

 	Starting an identifier with two leading underscores indicate a strongly private identifier.

 	If the identifier also ends with two trailing underscores, the identifier is a language defined special 
name.

 	Class name  starts with an uppercase letter and all other identifiers with a lowercase letter.

    Valid identifiers are :

    SUM, For, -num, Num 2

    Invalid identifiers are :

    3 Num, Sum $, while

  (iii) Literals : Literals or constants are those data items whose values can not be changed during program 
execution. They have fixed value.

  Python allows several kinds of literals as :

 l String literals : The literals which are enclosed with single quote or double quotes called string literals.

  Some valid string literals are :

  ‘A’ “Rahul” “534” ‘543.75’

  Some invalid string literals are

  ‘A’ Meenu ‘Hi, “How are you ?”

 l Numeric literals : These literals are all numbers. Python has following numeric literals.

 	int (signed integers) : These are whole numbers without any fractional part in it. e.g. 25, 43, –45, 02, 
etc.
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 	long (long integers) : These are long integers with unlimited size followed by uppercase or lowercase 
L or l. e.g. 43474L, 5345l, etc.

 	float : These are real numbers with decimal point or fractional part e.g. 4347.32, –43.43, etc.

 	complex : These are in form of a + bj where a is the real number and b is the imaginary number.

  e.g. 3 + 2j, 5 – 4j, etc.

 l Boolean Literals: In Python, Boolean literals are represented by true and false. 

 l Special Literal None : Python has a special literal known as None which means nothing.

  e.g. special-lit = None

   print (special-lit)

  Output

   None

 l Literal collections : In Python, you have literal collections like list, tuple, dictionary and set.

  list - [1, 2, 3, 4]

  tuple - (1, 2, 3, 4)

  dictionary - {1 : ‘One’, 2 : ‘Two’, 3 : ‘Three’, 4 : ‘Four’}

  set -{ ‘One’,  ‘Two’,  ‘Three’,  ‘Four’} 

 (iv)  Operators

  Operators are special symbols which perform some computation. Operators and operands form an 
expression. Python operators can be classified as given below :

 l Unary Operators : These operators required only one operand to operate upon. Some unary operators 
that are used in Python as

   + Unary Plus

   – Unary Minus

   ~ Bitwise complement

   not logical not

 l Binary Operators : These operators require two operands to operate upon. In Python, below binary 
operators are used.

 	Arithmetic Operators

  + Addition % Modules 

  – Substraction // Floor division

  * Multiplication ** exponent

  / Division

 	Relational operators

  < less than

  > Greater than

  <= less than or equal to

  >= Greater than or equal to

  == equal to

  != No equal to

 	Logical operators 	Bitwise Operators

  and Logical AND  & Bitwise AND

  or Logical OR  ^ Bitwise XOR

 	Membership Operators  | Bitwise OR

  in variable in sequence  >> shift right

  not in variable not in sequence  << shift left

 	Identity operators 	Assignment Operators

  is is the identity same   = Assignment

  is not is the identity not same  /= Assign quotient

    += Assign sum
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    *= Assign product

    -= Assign difference

    %= Assign remainder

    **= Assign Exponent

    //= Assign floor divison   

 (v)  Punctuators : It is a token that has syntactic and semantic meaning to the compiler, but the exact significance 
depends on the context.

 l A punctuator can be a token that is used in the syntax of the preprocessor.

  Python has following punctuators

  ' " # \ ( )[]{ } @ , : ; . = 

  STRUCTURE OF PYTHON PROGRAM

  Before to start the programming in python, you must know about the structure of Python program. Here is 
the simple code of python

  

# This is simple Python program

def sample( ) : function

print (‘‘Here is the structure of Python program’’)

# Main program

x = 15

y x= – 2 * 4

z x y= + – 10

print (‘‘The value of :’’, )x x

if ( > ) :x y # if condition

print (‘‘Value of is greater than that of ’’)x y

else :

print (‘‘Value of is less than that of ’’)x y

sample( )

comments

Expression

Sta
te

m
en

ts

Expression

Indentation

Comment

  Various components of Python program are

  (i) Comments : These are additional information which makes programming code to understand the logic 
and process of code. Comments are not displayed in the output and ignored by compiler or interpreter.

 l In Python, comments are represent by # (hash sign.)

 l There are two types of comments : full line comments and in line comments.

 l The lines that start with # sign represent full line comments. In below code, two full line comments are 
present

  # This is simple Python program

  # Main program

 l The comments that start with mid of line represent inline comment. In below code, one in line comment 
is present.

  # if condition 

  (ii) Expression : It is a combination of variable, constant and operators.

 l An expression provides something that is evaluated by Python and represent appropriate result.

  In below code, four expression are there

   x = 15

   y =x – 2 * 4

   z = x + z – 10

   if (x > y) :

  (iii) Statements : Simple statement are comprised within a single logical line.

 l Instructions that a Python interpreter can execute are called statements.

  e.g. a = 2 is an assignment statement.

  In below code, three statements are there
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   x = 15

   y = x – 2 * 4

   z = x + y – 10

  (iv) Function : It is a code or block of codes that can be reused in the program. Function is an important feature 
of any programming language that help to reduce time for writing the code again.

   In below code, one function is present

   def sample ( ):

   This function will be called at the end of the code by following statement

     sample ()

  (v) Indentation

 l Blocks of code are denoted by line indentation, which is rigidly enforced.

 l A code block which represents the body of a function or a loop begins with the indentation and end 
with the first unindented line.

  VARIABLE AND ASSIGNMENT

  l Variable is a memory location that is used to store the value of any element. The value of variable can be 
changed during the program execution.

  l When you create any variable that means you reserve some space in memory for that variable. Different 
types of value can be assigned to the variable, such as integers, strings, decimal, etc.

  l Python variables do not need explicit declaration to reserve memory space. The variable's declaration is 
automatically done when you assign a value to the variable.

  l To assign a value to the variable, equal to (=) sign is used.

   e.g. Name = “Riya”

    Marks = 95.5

    Roll no. = 25

   Here name marks and Roll no. are variable that are hold value Riya, 95.5 and 25 respectively.

  Multiple Assignment : Python has feature of multiple assignment. You can use different ways to implement 
multiple assignment in Python. These are

  l Assigning Same Value of Multiple Variable : In Python, single statement is used to assign same value to 
the multiple assignment

   e.g. a = b = c = 25

   Here, a, b and c are variable which hold same value 25.

  l Assigning Multiple Values to Multiple Variable : In Python, you  can assign multiple values to multiple 
variable in single statement.

   e.g. a, b, c = 8, 25 “Aayan”

   Here, a, b and c are variables which hold the value 8, 25 and “Aayan” respectively.

   This is also useful when you want to print multiple values in single line.

     e.g.  a, b, c = 10, 20 “Computer”

      print (a, b, c)

     Output

      10 20 Computer

   l Variable Definition : In Python, you do not need to declare variable before its use. Variable is automatically 
created when you assign  a value to it.

     If you use some variables without assigning values to them, then it will give error as variable is not defined

     e.g. print (a)

     Output

      NameError : name a is not defined

      a  = 25

      print (a)

     Output

      25
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    L-VALUE AND R-VALUE

  Python use the concept of L-value and R-value that is derived from the typical mode of evaluation on the left 
and right side of an assignment statement.

  L-Value : This concept refers to the requirement that the operand on the left side of the assignment operator 
is modifiable, usually a variable.

  R-Value : This concept pulls or fetches the value of the expression or operand on the right side of the 
assignment operator

  e.g. name = ‘Riya’

  The value ‘Riya’ is pulled or fetched (R-value) and stored into the variable named name (L-value). 

  DYNAMIC TYPING

  l Python is a dynamically-typed language. In Python, while the value that a variable points to has a type, 
the variable itself has no strict type in its definition.

  l It does not know about the type of the variable until the code is run.

  l In Python, there is no need to declare data type with variable name but if you want to know the type of 
the value of variable, type ( ) method is used.

   Syntax type (variable - name)

   e.g. >>> x =25

    >>> print (x)

    25

    >>> type (x)

    <class ‘int’ >

    >>> name = ‘Riya’

    >>> print (name)

    Riya

    >>> type (name)

    <class ‘str’>

    >>> a = 25.5

    >>> type (a)

    <class ‘float’>

  MUTABLE AND IMMUTABLE TYPES

  l Mutable objects are those that allow and support changes in their contents. The mutable type includes list 
and dictionaries. It means that no new value object is created rather changes are made in the same value 
object.

  l Immutable objects are those that can never change their value. In Python, integers, floating point numbers, 
Booleans, strings and types are immutable.

	  DELIMITER

  l A delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters used to specify the boundary between separate, 
independent regions in plain text or other data streams.

   Delimiters represent one of various means to specify boundaries in a data stream.

   Following tokens serve as delimiters in the Python grammar.

   ( ) [ ] { }, : . ' = ; += – = * = /= % **= &= |= ^= >>= <<=

  DATA TYPES

  l Python data types are used to define the types of a variable. Any values that are represented in quotes 
(double or single) are string data type. Number without decimal point is integer data type.

   Python has 5 data types as

   (i) Numbers (ii) String (iii) List (iv) Tuple  (v) Dictionary

 (i)  Numbers : This data type is used to hold numeric value. Like other language C++, Java etc, there is 
no need to declare data types with variable. You can simply assign values to the variables. But if you 
want to know the type of variable, type ( ) method is used.

  Number data type includes the following : 
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 l int : Considers signed integers without fractions part. It can be positive or negative. e.g. 245, –75, 
etc.

 l long : Considers long integers of non-limited size. 

  e.g. 437 L, 53l. This data type exists in Python 2.x, deprecated in Python 3.x.

	 l float : Considers floating precision numbers, e.g. 453.3, 43.0, 34.34 etc.

	 l Complex : Considers complex numbers which are in the form of a + bj. Here a is the real number 
and b is the imaginary number.

   >>> a = complex (4, 5)

   >>> a

   4 + 5j

   >>> a. real

   4

   >>> a. imag

   5

 (ii)  String data type : String is a sequence of characters. In Python, strings are represented by double 
quotes or single quotes. e.g. “Rahul”, ‘age’, ‘34.50’ etc.

   >>> print (“Hello world”)

   >>> name = “Rihaan” Hello world

   →	Hello world

   >>> print (name)

   Rihaan

   >>> type (name)

   <class ‘str’ >

  A string in Python can contain as many characters as you want. The only limit is it depends on 
computer's memory resources. 

 (iii)  List data type : List is a container of elements that can contain different types of values as string, 
float, integer, etc in it. Lists are mutable which means they can be changed creation. The elements 
represent the list are written in square brackets [ ]  and separated by comma (,)

  e.g. >>> list 1 = [25, ‘Hello’, 75.3, 26]

   >>> print (list 1) 

   [25, ‘Hello’, 75.3, 26]

 (iv)  Tuple data type : It is also a container of objects that can be of any type as string, float, integer, etc. It 
is similar as list but it is immutable that means they can not be changed after creation. Elements in 
tuple is written using parentheses and separated by comma.

  e.g. >>> tuple 1 = [25, ‘Hello’, 75.3, 26]

   >>> print (tuple 1)

   [25, ‘Hello’, 75.3, 26] 

 (v) Dictionary data type : It is an unordered sequence of data that stores a key and value pair. Dictionaries 
are written within curly braces separated by comma. Key and value are separated by colon (:). 
Dictionaries are mutable that means they can be changed after creation.

  e.g.  >>> Teacher = {“Name” : “Riya” , “Subject” : “Math”}

   >>> print (Teacher)

   {“Name” : “Riya” , “Subject” : “Math”}

  INPUT AND OUTPUT IN PYTHON

  To give the input and get the output, we use some input/output functions. Python includes various functions 
 to  input/output as follows.

 l Raw_input () : This function is used to give input through keyboard by user. raw_input () function is used in 
 Python 2.x version but later version of Python 3.x does not support this function.

  Syntax : Variable_name = raw_input (Message to be displayed for inputting)

  e.g.
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   >>> subject = raw_input (“Enter the Subject‘s name“)

  Enter the subject‘s name : Computer

  >>> Marks = raw_input (“Enter the marks :“)

  Enter the marks : 95

  When you want to display the subject and marks on screen you should use following command

  >>> Marks

  ‘Computer‘

  >>> marks

  ‘95‘

  You will notice that raw_input() function considers integer as string and gave the value in single quotes. That 
 means, this function considers all values as string.

  So, if you add or subtract some value in marks, it will give error.

  >>> mark-5

  Traceback (most recent call last) : 

  File “<pyshell#8>“, line 1, in < module>

  marks-5

  TypeError : cannot concatenate ‘str‘ and ‘int‘ objects

  For this type of condition, Python provides two addition features int and float which are used with raw_input 
 function

  To input the integer value, int is used with raw_input()

  e.g.

   >>> marks = int (raw_input(“Enter marks :“))

  Enter marks : 95

  >>> marks

  95

  >>> marks-5

  90

  To input the float value, float is used with raw_input

  e.g.

   >>> percentage = float (raw_input(“Enter percentage :“))

  Enter percentage  : 75.5

  >>> percentage

  75.5

  >>> percentage + 10

  85.5

 l Input () : This function is used to provide input entered by user, there is no need to give int and float. Input 
  ( ) function automatically considers the entered value as string, integer or float.

  Syntax : variable_name = input (“Message to be displayed“)

  e.g.

   >>> marks = input (“Enter marks :“)

  Enter marks : 95

  >>> marks -10

  85

  This function is not used in Python version 2.x.

 l Print ( ) : This function is used to display output on the screen.

  Syntax : print (“Expression“)

  e.g.

   >>> print (“Hello world“)
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  Hello world

  >>> sal = input (“Enter Salary :“)

  Enter Salary : 20000

  >>> print (“Salary :“, sal)

  Salary : 20000

  >>> x = 2

  >>> print (x + 2 *6)

  14

  >>> print (4 + 3*2 – 4)

  6

  If you assign multiple values to multiple variables and print their value separately.

  x,y, z = 10, 20, “Hello“

  print (“x =“, x)

  print (“y = “, y)

  print (“z =“, z)

  Output

  x = 10

  y = 20

  z = ‘Hello‘

 qqq

CHAPTER-5
ORERATORS AND EXPRESSION IN PYTHON

Revision Notes
  OPERATORS :

 l Operators are special symbols which perform some computation. Operators and operands form an 
expression. Python operators can be classified as given below :

Operators

Arithmetic
operator

Relational
operator

Logical
operator

Bitwise
operator

Membership
operator

Identity
operator

Assignment
operator

Unary Binary

Unary +

Unary –

+
–
*
/

%

//

**

<
>

< =
> =
! =
==

or
not
and

%
|

–̂

<<
>>

in
not in

is
is not

=
+ =
– =
* =
/ =

% =

// =
** =

 1. Arithmetic Operator 

  In Python, arithmetic operators are used to do arithmetic operations. Arithmetic operators are of two types 
as
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 (i) Unary Operators

  Those operators work on only one operand and known as unary operators. In python, these are further 
classified into two types 

 l	Unary + : The result of an operation on a numeric type is the value of the operand itself. This 
operator has been predefined for all numeric types.

  e.g. if x = 7  then + x = 5

   if x = – 7  then + x = –7

 l	Unary – : This operator can be used to negate numbers of the integer, floating – point and decimal 
type.

  e.g. if x = 7  then –x = –7

   if x = – 7  then – x = 7

 (ii) Binary Operators

  The operators work on two operands are known as binary operators. In Python, these are further 
classified into following.

 l	Addition (+) operator : This operator is used to add the value of two or more operands.

  e.g. >>> x = 4

   >>> y = 6

   >>> print (x + y)

   10

 l	Subtraction (–) operator : This operator is used to subtract the value of second operand from first 
operand.

  e.g. >>> x = 10

   >>> y = 6

   >>> print (x – y)

	 l	Multiplication(*) operator : This operator is used to find the product of values of two or more 
operands.

  e.g. >>> a = 6

   >>> b = 3

   >>> c = a * b

   >>> print (c) 

   18

 l	Division ( / ) operator : This operator is used to divide first operand by second operand.

  e.g. >>>16/4

   4

   >>>11/2

   5.5

   >>>36.6/6

   6.1

	 l	Floor Division ( // ) operator : This operator is also used to divide first operand by second operand 
but it shows only whole part of the result and fractional part is truncated.

  e.g. >>> 36.6/16

   6.0

   >>> 9//2

   4

 l	Modulus operator ( % ) : This operator is used to find the modulus of two operands. It gives the 
reminder of dividing first operand by second operand.

  e.g. >>> 9 % 2

   1

   >>> 20 % 3
 l	Exponentiation operator ( ** ) : This operator is used to find the result of a number raised to a power.
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  e.g. >>> 2 ** 3
   8
   >>> 5 * 4
   625
 2.  Relational Operators 
  These operators are used to determine the relation among given operands. It compares the value of 

operands and give the result either true or False.
  Relational operators in Python are classified as :

Operators Description Example

< (less than) It gives true if the value of left operand is less 
than the value of right operand.

>>> x = 4
>>> y = 5
>>>  x < y
True

< (greater than) It gives true if the value of left operand is 
greater than the value of right operand.

>>> x = 4
>>> y = 4
>>>  x > y
False

<= (less than or 
equal to)

It gives true if the value of left operand is less 
than or equal to the value of right operand

>>> x = 4
>>> y = 4
>>>  x <= y
True

>= (greater than 
or equal to)

It returns true if the value of left operand is 
greater than or equal to that of right operand.

>>> x = 5
>>> y = 6
>>>  x >= y
False

== (Equal to) It returns true if the value of left operand is 
equal to the value of right operand.

>>> x = 6
>>> y = 6
>>>  x == y
True

!= (Not equal to) It returns true if the value of left operand is not 
equal to the value of right operand.

>>> x = 6
>>> y = 5
>>>  x != y
True

 3. Logical Operators
  In Python, logical operators are used for conditional statements that returns true or False. Logical operators 

are further classified as follows.

Operator Description Example

and It returns true if both the operands left side 
and right side are true.

>>> (3 == 3) and (3 < 4)
True

or It returns true if either of the operand left side 
or right side are true.

>>> (3 == 4) or (4 > 3) 
True

not It returns true if operand is false. >>> not (5 > 7)
False

 4. Bitwise operator 
  In Python, bitwise operators are used to perform bit operation. All the decimal value will be converted into 

binary values. Next, Python bitwise operators will work on these bits such as shifting them left to right, etc.
  e.g. x =12
    y = 10
  and their binary values
    x = 1100

    y = 1010
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  A table is given to understand bitwise operators more precisely.

Operator Name of Operator Description Example

& Bitwise AND It copies 1 to the result if it exists in  
both operands otherwise copies 0.

x & y = 8 which means 
1000 

| Bitwise OR It copies 1 to the result if it exists in 
either operand otherwise copies 0.

x|y  =14 which means 
1110

^ Bitwise exclusive OR It copies 1 to the result if it exists in 
one operand or if it is either in both 
operands or not in any operand. 
Otherwise copies 0

x ^ y = 6 which means 
0110

~ Bitwise complement This operator is unary and has the 
effect of flipping bits.

~ x = 3 which means 
0011

<< Shift left value of left operand is moved left 
by the number of bits specified by 
the right operand.

x << 2 = 0 which 
means 0000

>> Shift Right value of left operand is moved right 
by the number of bits specified by 
the right operand.

x >> 2 = 3 which 
means 0011

 

 5.  Membership Operators

  These operators are used to validate the membership of a value. These are used in lists, tuples, strings, etc. 
Membership operators are of two types.

 l	In Operator : This operator is used to check whether a value exists in a sequence or not. If a value exists 
in a sequence it gives true otherwise false.

  e.g. >>> 4 in 12345

   True

   >>> 5 in 1234

   False

	 l	Not in Operator : This operator is opposite of in operator. It gives true if a value does not exist in a 
sequence otherwise false.

  e.g. >>> 4 not  in 12345

   False

   >>> 3 not in 1245

   True

 6. Identity Operators 

  In Python, these operators are used to determine whether a value is of a certain class or type. Identity 
operators are two types in Python

 l	is operator : It returns true if the type of the value in the right operand points to the same type in the 
left operand.

  e.g. >>> a = 8

   >>> type (a) is int

   True

   >>> type (a) is float

   False 

	 l	is not operator : It returns true if the type of the value in the right operand point to a different type. 

  e.g. >>> x = 4.5

   >>> type (x) is not float

   False

   >>> type (x) is not int

   True
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  ASSIGNMENT OPERATORS

  These operators are used to assign some values to the variable.

  e.g. a = b + 5

  Here value of  b + 5 assigned to variable a.

  Given below is the table that will describe the assignment operators :

Operator Operation Equivalent to Description

= a = 4 a = 4 It assign value of right side operand to left side 

+= a += b a = a + b It adds values of both operands (left and right) and 
assign the result to the left operand.

-= a -= b a = a - b It subtracts the value of right operand from left 
operand and assigns the result to the left operand.

*= a *= b a = a * b It multiplies the values of both operands (left and 
right) and assigns the result to the left operand.

/= a /= b a = a/b It divides the value of left operand by right operand 
and assigns the result to left operand.

%= a% = b a = a % b It divides the value of left operand by right operand 
and assigns the remainder to left operand.

//= a //= b a = a // b It divides the value of left operand by right operand 
and assigns the quotient to the left operand.

**= a ** = b a = a ** b It computer the a raised to power of b and assigns the 
result to left operand.

  PRECEDENCE OF OPERATORS IN PYTHON 

  Precedence of operators are shown in below table.

  It is in descending order means higher precedence than the lower ones.
   Operators Meaning

   ()  Parentheses
   **  Exponent
   +, — , ~  Unary plus, unary minus, Bitwise not
   *, /, // %  Multiplication, division, floor division, modulus
   +, –  Addition, Subtraction
   <<, >>  Bitwise shift operators
   &  Bitwise AND
   ^  Bitwise XOR
   |  Bitwise OR
   ==, ! = , >, > = , <, < = , Comparisons, Identity,
     Membership operators
   is, is not, in , not in
   not  logical NOT
   and  logical AND
   or  logical OR
  Expression

  An expression is a combination of variables, literals and operators. In Python, some atoms and operators form 
an expression. An atom is something that has some value.

  In Python, an expression can be of any type ; arithmetic expressions, string expression, relational expression, 
logical expression, compound expression, etc.

 (i) Arithmetic Expression This expression includes variables, digits and arithmetic operators.
  e.g.  a + b * c
   a // b +  c + 2
   a% b * c – 3

   a ** b + c//2 + d*4
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 (ii) Relational Expression This expression includes variables, literals and same relational operators.

  e.g. a > = b

   a < = b +2

   a = = b

   a = = b < c

 (iii) Logical Expression This expression includes variables, literals and logical operators.

  e.g. a and b

   a or not b

   not a and not b

 (iv) String expression

  In Python, there are two string operators that combined with integer and operands.

  Concatenation Operator (+) is used to concatenate two or more strings. 

  e.g.

   “Hello“ + “World“

  “ 4 “ + “ 7 “

  Replication Operator * is used to replicate the string.

  e.g. “Hello“ * 3

   “7“ *4� qqq

CHAPTER-6
CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS AND ITERATION

Revision Note
  l A conditional statement is a statement which  is executed an the basis of result of a condition.

� � l If statement : Checks a particular condition, if the condition is true, statements followed by if are executed. 

   Syntax

      if < condition > :

     statement (s)

     

Condition

Body of if

True

False

 

   e.g. a = 5

     if (a = = 5) :

      print (“a is equal to 5”  )

   Output

     a is equal to 5

� � l if - else statement : Checks the condition if the condition is true, statements followed by if are executed 
but if the condition is false, statement followed by else are executed.

   Syntax
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     if < condition > : 

       statement (s)

      else :

       statement (s)

      

Condition
?

Body of if

True

False

Body of else

   e.g. a = 5

     if (a = = 5) :

      print (“a is equal to 5”  )

   else :

      print (“a is not equal to 5”  )

  l if - elif statement : allows you to check multiple expressions for true and execute a block of code as soon 
as one of the conditions evaluates to TRUE.

   Syntax

      if < condition > :

       statement (s)

      elif < condition > :

       statement (s)

Condition

Condition

Condition

Body of else

Statement 1

False

True

Statement 2
True

Statement 3
True

False

False

OR

      if < condition > :

       statement (s)

      elif < condition > :

       statement (s)

      else :
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       statement (s)
   e.g. a = 10
     b = 15
     c = 20
     if (b > a) :
      print (“b is greater than a”  )
     elif (b > c) :
      print (“b is greater than c”  )
   or
     if (b > a) :
      print (“b is greater than a”  )
     elif (b > c) :
      print (“b is greater than c”  )
     else :
      print (“b is less than both a and c”  ) 
  l Nested if statement : means an if statement inside another if statement and else statement inside another 

if .... else statement
   Syntax (from 1)   Form 2

    if < condition > : if < condition > :
     if < condition > :  statement (s)
      statement (s) elif < condition > :
     else :    statement (s)
      statement (s) else :
     elif < condition > :  if < condition > :
      statement (s)  statement (s)
     else :         else :

      statement (s)  statement (s)
   From 3  From 4

     if < condition > : if < condition > :
      statement (s) if < condition > :
     elif < condition > :  statement (s)
        if < condition > : else :
      statement (s)  statement (s)
     else :  elif < condition > :
      statement (s) if < condition > :
    else :    statement (s)
      statement (s) else :
        statement (s) 
       else :
       if < condition > :
        statement (s)
       else :      

   statement (s)     
     

  ITERATION CONSTRUCTS

  l The iteration statements or repetition statements allow a set of instructions to be performed repeatedly.
  l Python provides two types of loops
   (a) Counting loops repeat a certain number of times e.g. for.

   (b) Conditional loops repeat until a certain thing happens e.g. while.
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  l In Python, we have different types of loops like for loop, while loop and nested for loop with their 
subtypes, syntax and examples.

  WHILE LOOP

  A while loop in Python iterates till its condition becomes False. In other words. it executes the statement 
under itself while the condition it takes is true.

  Syntax 

   while < logical - Expression > :

     loop body

    

Condition

Body of if

True

False

  When the program control reaches the while loop, the condition is checked. If the condition is true, the 
block of code under it is executed. Remember to indent all statements under the loop equally. After that, the 
condition is checked again. This continues unit the condition becomes false. Then the first statement, if any 
after the loop is executed.

  e.g.

   a = 4

   while (a > 0) :

     print (a)

     a - = 1

   Output

    4

    3

    2

    1    

  (a) An Infinite loop : Be careful while using a while loop. Because if you forget to increment the counter 
variable in Python or write flawed logic, the condition may never become false. In such a case, the loop 
will run infinitely and the condition after the loop will starve. To stop execution, press Ctrl + C. However, 
an infinite loop may actually be useful.

  (b) The else statement for while loop : A while loop may have an else statement after it. When the condition 
becomes false, the block under the else statement is executed. However, it does not execute if you break 
out of the loop or if an exception is raised.

   e.g.

   a = 4

   while (a > 0) :

     print (a)

     a - = 1

   else :

    print (“Reached 0”)

   Output

    4

    3

    2

    1

    Reached 0

   In the following code, we put a break statement in the body of the while loop for a ==1. So, when that 
happens, the statement in the else block is not executed.
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   e.g.

   a = 4

   while (a > 0) :

     print (a)

     a - = 1

     if (a == 1)

      break

    else :

     print (“Reached 0”)

   Output

    4

    3

    2

  (c)  Single Statement While : Like an if statement, if we have only one statement in while loop's body, we can 
write it all in one line.

   e.g.

     a = 4

     while (a > 0) : print (a); a - = 1

   Output

    4

    3

    2

    1

   You can see that there were two statements in while loop's body, but we used semicolons to separate 
them without the second statement, it would form an infinite loop.

   For loop

   Python for loop can iterate over a sequence of items. The structure of a for loop in Python is different 
than that in C++ or Java. That is, for (int i = 0, i < n; i++) would not work here. In Python, we use the 
'in' keyword.

item for
sequence

Block of code

True

False

   e.g. for a in range (4) : print (a)
   Output

    0
    1
    2
    3
    If we want to print 1 to 4, we could write the following code.
    for a in range (4) :
     print (a + 1)
   Output

    1
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    2
    3
    4
  range() FUNCTION

  This function generates the integer numbers between the given start integer and the stop integer, 
which is generally used to iterate over with for loop.

  Syntax

   range (start, stop, step)
  e.g.
   for i in range (2, 12, 2)
                        print (i)
   Output

    2
    4
    6
    8
    10
  JUMP STATEMENTS

  Python offers two jump statement - break and continue; to be used within loops to jump out of 
loop iterations.

  Break statement : A break statement terminates the very loop it lies within. It skips the rest of the loop and 
 jumps over to the statement following the loop.

  e.g. a = 4
    while (a > 0) :
     if (a = = 1) :
      break 
     print (a)
     a – = 1
   Output

    4
    3
    2
	  CONTINUE STATEMENT

  Unlike break statement, the continue statement forces the next iteration of the loop to take place, 
skipping any code in between. 

	  NESTED LOOP

  A loop may contain another loop in its body. This form of a loop is called nested loop. But in a 
nested loop, the inner loop must terminate before the outer loop

  e.g. for i in range (1, 6) :
           for i in range (1, i) :
      print (“*”)
     print
	  FLOW CHART

  It is simply a graphical representation of steps. It shows steps in a sequential order, and is widely 
used in presenting flow of algorithms, workflow or processes.

  e.g.
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Start

Input

if
N%2 == 0

Number is Even

No

Number is Odd

Yes

Stop

	 qqq

CHAPTER-7
STRING MANIPULATION

Revision Note
  l Strings are the sets of characters which are enclosed in single or double quotes.

	 	 l Strings are immutable means they cannot be changed after creation.

   e.g.  sub = “Mathematics”

      print (sub)

     Output

      Mathematics

	 	 l In Python, you can create empty string by following code.

      sub = “   ”

      print (sub)

	  ACCESSING THE INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER OF STRING

  l In Python, to access the individual character, indexing is used, with the help of index number, you can 
access the characters of a string. Index number 0 represents the first character, index number 1 represents 
second character and so on.

  l Similarly, index number –1 represents the last character of string, index number –2 represents the second 
last and so on. That means, there are two types of indexing used in Python to represent the character of 
string : positive indexing and negative indexing.

   str 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

P Y T H O N P R O G R A M

-14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
e.g.

     >>> str = “ PYTHON PROGRAM ”

     >>> str [4]

     ‘O’
     >>> str [6]

     ‘ ’
     >>> str [11]

     ‘R’
     >>> str [-4]

     ‘G’
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     >>> str [-11]

     ‘H’
     >>> str [0]

     ‘P’  
	 	 l If you give the index number out of range then it will give error.

     >>> str [14]

     Trackback (most recent call last) :

      File “ <pyshell # 40 ” >, line 1, in < module >

       str [14]

     Index Error : string index out of range

	 	 l Strings are immutable but it does not support to change individual character of a string by assignment.

   e.g.  >>> str [2] = ‘S’
      Type Error : 'str’ object does not support item assignment
	  TRAVERSING A STRING

  l Traversing is a technique or process to traverse a string character by characters. To traverse a whole string, 
for ( ) loop is used.

   e.g.  str = ‘REVIEW’
      for i in str :
       print i , ‘ ’,
     Output
      R E V I E W
  l But if you traverse a particular character of a string, range ( ) function is used with for loop.

   e.g.  str = ‘REVIEW’
      for i in range (less (str)):
       print str [i], ‘ ’,
     Output
      R E V I E W
	  STRING OPERATIONS

  In Python, there are various operations to manipulate the strings. These operations are performed by 
following operators as.

  (i) Basic Operators (ii) Membership Operators 

  (iii) Comparison Operators

  (i)  Basic Operators : Two basic operators are used in strings to manipulate strings. These basic operators are 
 as follows :

  l String Concatenation + Operator :  This operator is used to concate two or more strings. This operator 
joins only strings  not integer with string.

   e.g. >>> s1 = “Hello”

   >>> s2 = “World”

   >>> s = s1 + s2

   >>> print (s)

   ‘HelloWorld’
   >>> ‘4’ + ‘5’
   45

   >> ‘abc’ + ‘123’

   abc123

   >>> 4 + 5

   9
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   But if we add one string to integer it will give error.

   >>> ‘abc’ + 123

   Type Error : Cannot concatenate ‘str ’ and ‘int’ objects 

  l String Replication * Operator : This operator is used to replicate two strings. If we use two integers with 
* operator, it will return the product of these integers. But if we use * operator, with one integer and one 
string, it will replicate this string.

   e.g. >>> ‘Hello’ * 2

   ‘HelloHello’

    >>> 4 * 2

   8

   >>> 8 * 3

   888

    When two strings are used with * operator then it will return error.

   >>> ‘Hello’ * ‘World’

   Type Error : Can't multiply sequence by non-int of type ‘str ’. 

 (ii) Membership Operators : In Python, there are two membership operator for string operations. These operators 
 are as follows 

	 	 l In Operator : This operator returns True if substring exist in a string and returns False otherwise.

   e.g.  >>>‘h’ in ‘hello’

   True

   >>>‘the’ in ‘Honesty Is The Best Policy’

   False

   >>>‘The’ in ‘Honesty Is The Best Policy’

   True

   >>> s = ‘Hello’

   >>> s1 = ‘HelloWorld’

   >>> s in s1

   True 

  l Not is Operator : This Operator returns True if substring does not exist in a string and returns False 
otherwise.

   e.g.  >>> ‘a’ not is ‘hello’

   True

   >>>‘the’ not in ‘Honesty Is The Best Policy’

   False

   >>>‘The’ not in ‘Honesty Is The Best Policy’

   True

   >>> s = ‘Hello’

   >>> s1 = ‘Hello123World’

   >>> s3 = ‘123’ 

   >>> s3 not in s1

   False

 (iii) Comparison Operators : In Python, there are various comparison operators in string. These operators (==, 
 !=, <, <=, >, >=) are also called relational operators. These operators give the result using ASCII values of 
 string.
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Operator Description Example

Less than (<) This operator returns True if left string is less 
than of right, otherwise false.

>>> a = ‘Python’
>>> b = ‘Python’
>>> a < b
False

Greater than (>) This operator returns True if left string is greater 
that than of right, otherwise returns false.

>>> a = ‘abh’
>>> b = ‘aB2’
>>> a > b
True

Equal to (= =) This operator returns True if strings on both 
sides (left and right) are equal, otherwise false.

>>> a = ‘abc’
>>> b = ‘abc’
>>> a == b
True

Not equal to (!=) This operator returns True if strings on both sides 
(left and right) are not equal, False otherwise.

>>> a = ‘Python’
>>> b = ‘Python’
>>> a <= b
False

Less than or equal 
to (<=)

This operator returns True if string on left 
side is less than or equal to that of right, False 
otherwise.

>>> a = ‘abhk’
>>> b = ‘abhk’
>>> a >= b
True

Greater than or 
equal to (>=)

This operator returns True if string on left side 
in greater than or equal to than of right, false 
otherwise.

>>> a = ‘abcd’
>>> b = ‘kjjh’
>>> a != b
True

	  STRING SLICE

  Sting slice is used to represent the subpart of the string. With the help of slicing, you can easily access any 
character of a string. Both positive and negative indexing are used in string slicing. 

  Syntax  string - name [start : stop]

  e.g.  >>> s = ‘Language’
   >>> s [2]

   ‘n’
   >>> s [-2]

   ‘g’
   >>> s [2 : 4]

   ‘ng’
   >>> s [-3 : -5]

   ‘ ’
   >>> s [2] + s [-2]

   ‘ng’
   >>> s [2 :]

   ‘nguage’
   >>> s [: 4]

   ‘Lang’
   >>> s [5 :]

   ‘age’
   You can reverse the stings using [: : -1]

   >>> s [: : -1]

   ‘egaugnaL’
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	 There are various string built in functions in Python. Some of them are described below:

 1. capitalize() This function is used to convert first character of string to capital letter.

  Syntax. string, capitalize()

  e.g. >>>sl="python program"

   >>>sl.capitalize()

   'Python program'

   >>>sl="123python"

   >>>sl.capitalize()

   '123python'

 2. center() This function is used to return a string which is padded with the specified character.

  Syntax                string.center(width[, fillchar])

  Where,              width - length of the string with padded characters

    fillchar (optional) - padding character

  e.g. >>>s="Publisher"

   >>>s.center(14)

   ' Publisher  '

   >>>sl="Publisher"

   >>>sl.center(15,'*')

   '***Publisher***'

 3. count() This function is used to return the number of occurrences of a substring in the given string.

  Syntax               string.count(substring, start=..., end=...)

  e.g.                     >>>s="Program publisher"

   >>>s.count('P')

   1

   >>>s="Program publisher"

   >>>s.count('P',4,12)

   0

 4. endswith()   This function return True if a string ends with the specified suffix. If not, it returns False.

  Syntax                string.endswith(suffix[, start[, end]])

  e.g.                    >>>s="Program publisher abc."

   >>>s.endswith('abc')

   False

    >>>s="Program publisher abc."

   >>>s.endswith('abc.')

   True

 5. find()  This function returns the index of first occurrence of the substring (if found). If not found, it returns -1.

  Syntax string.find(sub[, start[, end]])

  e.g.  >>>s='No one can know you

   >>>s.find('can')

   7

   >>>s.find('can',2,8)

   -1

 6. index() This is used to return the index of a substring inside the string (if found). If the substring is not found, 
it raises an exception.

  Syntax string.index(sub[, start[, end]])

  e.g. >>>sl="Honesty is the best policy"

   >>>sl.index("the")

   11
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   >>>sl.index("are")
   ValueError: substring not found
   >>>sl.index("the",12,20)
   ValueError: substring not found
 7. isalnum() This function returns True if all characters in the string are alphanumeric and False otherwise.
  Syntax string. isalnum()
  e.g. >>>sl="Hello World"
   >>>sl.isalnum()
   False
   >>>s2="Hellol23"
   >>>s2.isalnum()
   True
   >>>s3="123Hello456"
   >>>s3.isalnum()
   True
   >>>s4="12345"
   >>>s4.isalnum()
   True
 8. isalpha()  This function is used to return True if all characters in the string are alphabets and False otherwise.
  Syntax string.isalpha()
  e.g. >>>sl="Hello world"
   >>>sl.isalpha()
   False
   >>>s2="HelloWorld"
   >>>s2.isalpha()
   True
   >>>s3="HelloWorldl23"
   >>>s3.isalpha()
   False
 9. isdigit()   This function returns True if all characters in a string are digits and returns False otherwise.
  Syntax string.isdigit()
  e.g. >>>sl="44234"
   >>>sl.isdigit()
   True
   >>>s2="1123Hello"
   >>>s2.isdigit()
   False
 10. islower()   This function returns True if all alphabets in a string are lowercase alphabets otherwise returns 

False.
  Syntax string. islower()
  e.g. >>>sl="Hard work"
   >>>sl.islower()
   False
   >>>s2="hard work"
   >>>s2.islower()
   True
   >>>s3="hardl23"
   >>>s3.islower()
   True
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 11. isspace()  This function returns True if there are only whitespace characters in the string and return False 
otherwise.

  Syntax string.isspace()
  e.g. >>>sl="    "
   >>>sl.isspace()
   True
   >>>s2=" Hello   "
   >>>s2.isspace()
   False
 12. isupper()   This function is used to return whether or not all characters in a string are in uppercase or not.
  Syntax string. isupper()
  e.g. >>>sl="HELLO WORLD"
   >>>sl.isupper()
   True
   >>>s2="HELLO & WORLD"
   >>>s2.isupper()
   True
   >>>s3="HeIIo World"
   >>>s3.isupper()
   False
 13.  join()   This function returns a string concatenated with the elements of an iterable.
  Syntax string.join(iterable)
  e.g. >>>sl="Hello"
   >>>s2="World"
   >>>sl.join(s2)
   wHellooHellorHellolHellod;
 14. ljust()  This method returns a left-justified string of a given minimum width.
  Syntax string.ljust(width[, fillchar])
  e.g. >>>sl='Program'
   >>>sl.ljust(12)
   'Program'
   >>>sl='Program'
   'Program########'
 15. rjust()   This method returns a right-justified string of a given minimum width.
  Syntax string.rjust(width[, fillchar])
  e.g. >>>sl='Program'
   >>>sl.rjust(12)
   'Program'
   >>>s2='Program'
   >>>s2.rjust(12,"#")
   '#####Program'
 16. lower()   This function is used to convert all uppercase characters in a string into lowercase characters.
  Syntax string. lower()
  e.g. >>>sl="Program"
   >>>sl.lower()
   'program'
   >>>s2="Programl23"
   >>>s2.lower()
   'programl23'
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 17. upper()   This function is used to convert all uppercase characters in a string into lowercase characters.

  Syntax string.upper()

  e.g. >>>s1="Program"

   >>>sl.upper()

   'PROGRAM'

   >>>s2="Programl23"

   >>>s2.upper()

   'PROGRAM123'

 18. len()  This function returns the number of characters in a string.

  Syntax  ‘             len(string)

  e.g.  >>>sl=”Honesty is the best policy”

   >>>len(s1)

   >>>s2=”Honesty 123”

   >>>len(s2)

   11

 19. max()  This function returns the largest character or element in a string.

  Syntax                max(string)

  e.g. >>>s2=”Honesty 123”

   >>>max(s2)

   'y'

   >>>sl=”Honesty is the best policy”

   >>>max(sl)

   'y'

 20. min()  This function returns the smallest character or element in a string.

  Syntax min(string)

  e.g. >>>sl=”Honesty is the best policy”

   >>>min(s1)

   ' '

   >>>s2=”Honesty”

   >>>min(s2)

   ‘H’

 21. sorted()  This function is used to sort the character of a string based on ASCII.

  Synatx sorted(string)

  e.g. >>>sl=”PROGRAM”

   >>>sorted(sl)

   sl=”PROGRAM”

   [‘A’, ‘G’, ‘M’, ‘0’, ‘P’, ‘R, ‘R’]

 22. Istrip() This function returns a copy of the string with leading characters removed.

  Syntax string. Istrip()

  e.g. >>>s=”    Program     “

   >>>s. Istrip()

   ‘Program     ‘

 23. rstrip()   This function returns a copy of the string with trailing characters removed.

  Syntax string. rstrip()

  e.g. >>>s=”    Program     “

   >>>s.rstrip()

   '   Program’
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 24. strip()  This function returns a copy of the string with both leading and trailing characters removed.

  Syntax string.strip()

  e.g. >>>s=”    Program     “

   >>>s.strip()

   ‘Program’

 25. replace() This method is used to return a copy of the string where all occurrences of a substring is replaced 
with another substring.

  Syntax str.replace(old, new [, count])

  e.g. >>>s=”This is wow”

   >>>s.replace(‘is’/’was’)

   ‘Thwas was wow’

 26. zfill() This function returns a copy of the string with ‘0’ characters padded to the left.

  Syntax string.zfill(width)

  e.g. >>>s=”This is wow”

   >>>s.zfill(20)

   ‘OOOOOOOOOThis is wow’

qqq

CHAPTER-8
LIST AND DICTIONARY

TOPIC-1
List

Revision Notes
  Lists are the container which store the heterogeneous elements of any type. 

	  Lists are mutable which means they can be modified after creation. You can easily add and remove element 
 from a list.

	  Lists are similar to tuples and strings but lists are mutable while string and tuples are immutable.

  List in python can be

  CREATING A LIST

  In Python, you can create different types of list. Some of them are described below.

  (i) Empty List : This type of list does not contain any element. This list is equivalent to O or ' '. Empty list can 
be created using

     >>> l = list ( )

     >>> print (l)

     [ ]

	 	(ii) Mixed data types list : This type of list contains different data types. Elements in mixed data types list are 
type of integer, string etc.

   e.g. l = [12, ‘arc’,‘xyz’, 45, – 67]   

     print (l)

     Output

     [12, ‘arc’,‘xyz’, 45, – 67]

	 	(iii) Long lists : In Python, you can create long list which contain many elements that may be different or same.

   e.g. list 1 = [25, 42, 43, 73, – 44, ‘Neha’, ‘Rahul’, ‘abc’, 2.5, 4.4, 79, 63, 44, ‘xyz’, ‘Hello’]
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  CREATING LIST FROM EXISTING SEQUENCE
  List can be created from an existing sequence such as tuples, strings, etc. Elements of list will be represented 

 individually separated by comma.
  Syntax list Name = list (sequence)
  e.g. 1. >>> 1 = List ('PROGRAM') 
    >>> l 
    [‘P’, ‘R’, ‘O’, ‘G’, ‘R’, ‘A’, ‘M’]
  e.g. 2. >>> tuple 1 = (‘P’, ‘R’, ‘O’, ‘G’, ‘R’, ‘A’, ‘M’)
    >>> l1 = list (tuple 1)
    >>> l1

    [‘P’, ‘R’, ‘O’, ‘G’, ‘R’, ‘A’, ‘M’]
  Python also allows to create the list of digit or string which are entered  through keyboard.
  e.g.  >>> list 1 = list (input (“Enter list elements ;"))
    Enter list elements : 7433456
    >>> list 1
    [ 7.
  ACCESSING LISTS
  l Like strings, lists are accessed by index number, 
	 	l With the help of index number, you can access the individual elements from the list. Two types of 

indexing are used to access the elements : positive indexing and negative indexing.
	 	l Index number o represents the first element of the list, 1 represents the second element and so on. It is 

called positive indexing.
	 	l Index number –1 represents the last element of the list, –2 represents the second last element and so on. 

It is called negative indexing.
   

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

l = 45 23 –44 ‘abc’ 32 ‘xyz’ ‘the’ 34 –25

–9 –8 –7 –6 –5 –4 –3 –2 –1
     >>> l [2]
     – 44
     >>> l [–3]
     ‘the’
     >>> l [2]+ l [2]
     –10
     >>> l [–5]
     32
     >>> l [–6]
     ‘abc’
     >>> l [1] * 3
     232323
   If you give decimal number or string as an index number then it will give error.
     >>> l [2.5]
     Trackback (most recent call last) :
       l [2.5]
     Type Error : list indices must be integers not float
     >>> l [‘g’]
     Trackback (most recent call last ) :
      File < pyshell # 1>, line 4, in < module >

       l [‘g’]

     Type Error : list indices must be integers, not str 
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  TRAVERSING A LIST

  Traversing a list is a process to iterate the element of the list. With the help of traversing you can iterate all or 
 particular elements of a list.

  There are two ways to traverse a list as follows :

  l Using for loop  for loop allows to iterate or traverse all the elements of the list.

   Syntax.  for variable in list name :

     process each element

   e.g. list = [‘W’, ‘O’, ‘R’, ‘L’, ‘D’, '8', '3']

     for i in list :

      print (i)

     Output 

      W

      O

      R

      L

      D

      8

      3

     List = ['W', 'O','R','L','D','8','3']

     for i in list :

      Print (i, and = "  ")

     Output

     W O R L D 8 3

	 	l Using for loop with range function : If you want to traverse specified elements of list, you must use form 
loop with range function.

    Syntax.        for index in range (len (list-name)) :

     process List [index]

   e.g. list = [‘W’, ‘O’, ‘R’, ‘L’, ‘D’, 8, 3]

     for i in range (len (l)) :

      print (l (i))

     Output 

      W 

      O 

      R 

      L 

      D 

      8 

      3

  LIST OPERATIONS

  In Python, some basic operations can be performed on lists as follows :

  l Concatenate Lists

   Lists can be concatenated in Python with the help of concatenate operator (+).

   e.g. >>> l1 = [45, 11, 7]

     >>> l2 = [4, 79, 3]

     >>> l = l1 + l2

     [45, 11, 7, 4, 79, 3]

   Concatenate operator is used when two lists are to be joined. If you add one list to an integer or string it 
will give error.
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     >>> l1 = [45, 11, 7]

     >>> l = l1 + 8

     Trackback (most recent call last ) :

     File “<pyshell # 32>”, line 1, in <module>

      l = l1 + 8

     Type Error : Can only concatenate list (not ‘int’)

     to list

     >>> l1 = [45, 11, 7]

     >>> l = l1 + “Hello”

     Trackback (most recent call last ) :

     File “<pyshell # 33>”, line 1, in <module>

      l = l1 + “Hello”

     Type Error : Can only concatenate list (not ‘str’)

     to list    

	 	l Replicating lists : Lists can replicated in Python with the help of replicate operator (*).

    e.g. >>> l1 = [45, 11, 7]

     >>> l = l1 * 2

     [45, 11, 7, 45, 11, 7]

   Replicating operator is used when one list is to be replicated. If you use two lists as operands with 
replicate operator, it will give error.

     >>> l1 = [45, 11, 7]

     >>> l2 = [2, 3, 4]

     >>> l = l1 * l2

     Trackback (most recent call last ) :

     File “<pyshell # 44>”, line 1, in <module>

      l = l1 * l2

     Type Error : two lists can't replicate

	 	l Slicing : Slicing is the process to extract the sub part of the list. In Python, indexing is used for slicing the 
list.

   Syntax listname [start : stop]

   e.g. >>> lis1 = [45, 50, 55, 'Neha' ‘Riya’, 20, 25, ‘abc’]

     >>> list1 [2 : 4]

     [55, ‘Neha’]

     >>> list1 [0 : 4]

     [45, 50, 50, ‘Neha’]

     >>> list1 [4 :]

     [‘Riya’, 20, 25, ‘abc’]

     >>> list1 [: 4]

     [45, 50, 50, ‘Neha’]

     >>> list1 [4] + list 1 [–2]

     [‘Riya’, 25]

   In Python, lists also support slice with steps.

   Syntax list Name [start : stop : step]

     >>> list1 = [10, 15, 16, 20, 21, 28, 30, 35, 40, 44, 7, 17]

     >>> list1 [1 : 10 : 2]
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     [15, 20, 28, 35, 44]

     >>> list1 [0 : 13 : 3]

     [10, 20, 30, 44]

     >>> list1 [ : : 4]

     [10, 21, 40]

  LIST MODIFICATION USING SLICING

  List are mutable means they can be modified after creation. Using slicing, modification can be done in the list.

  e.g.  >>> l = [15, 15, 34, 7, 8]

     >>> l [1] = [‘Riya’]

     >>> l

     [15, ‘Riya’, 34, 7, 8]

     >>> l [2 : 4] = [44, 79]

     >>> l

     [15, ‘Riya’, 44, 79, 8]

     >>> l [0 : 3] = [“Hello”]

     >>> l

     [“Hello”, 79, 8]

   WORKING WITH LISTS

  Various operations can be performed on lists as : appending, updating, deleting, etc. 

	 	l Appending elements to a list : In Python, you can add individual elements to an existing list. for this, 
append ( ) method is used.

    Syntax list name. append (element)

    e.g. >>> list = [45, 33, 12, 45]

      >>> list. append (66)

      >>> list

      [45, 33, 12, 45, 66]

	 	l Updating elements to a list : Lists are mutable which can be modified you can update or change an 
element in list using index number.

    Syntax list name (index) = value

    e.g. >>> list = [45, 33, 12, 45]

      >>> list [1] = 49

      >>> list

      [45, 49, 12, 45]

	 	l Deleting elements from a list : Elements can be deleted from a list. For this, del keyword is used in 
Python.

    Syntax del list name [index Number]

      del list name [start : stop]

    e.g. >>> list = [45, 33, 12, 45, 62, 73, 93]

      >>> del list [2]

      >>> list

      [45, 33, 45, 63, 73, 93]

      >>> del list [1 : 4]

      >>> list

      [45, 73, 93]

    Other method, pop ( ) is used to delete an individual element form a list. This method also returns 
deleted element.
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    Syntax list name. pop (index No)
    e.g. >>> list = [45, 33, 25, 63, 79, 29, 64]
      >>> list. pop (2)
      25
      >>> list
      [45, 33, 63, 79, 29, 64]
  LIST METHOD
  There are many methods to manipulate a list in Python. Some of them are described below :
  l extend ( ) This method is used to add multiple elements to a list. It is different from append ( ) method. 

Append ( ) method adds individual element while extend ( ) method adds multiple elements to a list.
    Syntax list 1. extend (list 2)
    e.g. >>> l1 = [45, 22, 13]
      >>> l2 = [79, 83]
      >>>l1. extend (l2)
      >>> l1
      [45, 22, 13, 79, 83]
      >>> l2
      [79, 83]
	 	l insert ( ) Like append ( ) and extend ( ) methods, insert ( ) method is used to add element to a list but at 

specified index number.
    Syntax list Name . insert (index Number, element)
    e.g. >>> list1 = [45, 33, 45, 76, 82, 12]
      >>> list1 . insert [3, 99]
      >>> list1
      [45, 33, 45, 99, 76, 82, 12]
	 	l remove ( ) This method is used to remove the element which is passed as an argument pop ( ) method is 

used to remove the element whose index number is given as an argument.
    Syntax <list Name> . remove (value)
    e.g. >>> list1 = [45, 33, 45, 76, 82, 12]
      >>> list1 . remove [76]
      >>> list1
      [45, 33, 45, 82, 12]
      >>> list 1. remove (90)
     Trackback (most recent call last ) :
       File “<pyshell # 44>”, line 1, in <module>
        list t . remove (90)
      value Error : list. remove (x) : x not in list. 
	 	l reverse ( ) This method is used to reverse the elements of a list.
    Syntax <list Name> . reverse ( )
    e.g. >>> list1 = [45, 33, 45, 82, 12]
      >>> list1 . reverse ( )
      >>> list1
      [12, 82, 45, 33, 45]
	 	l short ( ) This method is used to arrange the elements in ascending order in a list.
    Syntax list name . sort ( )
    e.g. >>> list1 = [12, 82, 45, 33, 45]
      >>> list1 . sort ()
      >>> list1

      [12, 33, 45, 45, 82]
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TOPIC-2
Dictionary

Revision Note
  Dictionary is mutable which means they can be changed after creation.

	  Dictionary is a data type in Python which store the data in key value pair. Each key value pair is separated 
by comma. While each key with its corresponding value is given by colon (:), key value pairs are shown in curly 
brackets in dictionaries. Keys of a dictionary are immutable.

  Syntax    dictionaryName = {key 1 : value 1, key 2 : value 2, .....}

  e.g. dic 1 = {“Color” : “Blue”, “Fruit” : “Mango”, “Price” : 100}

  Below is the relationship between key value pair of above dictionary

Key - Value pair Key Value

“Color” : “Blue” “Color” “Blue”

“Fruit” : “Mango” “Fruit” “Mango”

“Price” : 100 “Price” 100

	  Dictionaries are also called "associative arrays" or " mapping" or "hashes".

	  A dictionary operation that takes a key and finds the corresponding value is called "lookup".

	  ACCESSING ELEMENTS OF A DICTIONARY

  In lists and strings, indexing is used to access the elements. While in dictionary, key is used to access the 
element.

  Syntax       dictionary Name [Key]

  e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Prades” : “Lucknow”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Madhya Pradesh” : “Bhopal”,     
“Rajashthan” : “Jaipur”}

   >>> state [“Madhya Pradesh”]

   Bhopal

   >>> print [“The capital of Rajasthan is”, state [“Rajasthan”]

   The capital of Rajasthan is Jaipur

  If you give the key that does not exist in the dictionary, it will show error.

   >>> state [“Delhi”]

   Trackback (most recent call last) :

    File “<pyshell # 10>”, line 1, in <module>

     state keyError : “Delhi”

   [“Delhi”]

  TRAVERSING A DICTIONARY

  Traversing is a process to iterate or access each element of dictionary.

  For loop is used to iterate all the elements of a dictionary.

  Syntax for variable in dictionary Name :

     process each item here

  e.g. student = {‘Roll No’ : 35, ‘Name’ : ‘Vihaan’, ‘Subject’ : ‘Computer’}

   for key in student :

    print (key , ‘:’, student [Key])

   Output

    ‘Name’ : ‘Vihaan’

    ‘Roll No’ : 35

    ‘Subject’ : ‘Computer’
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  ACCESSING KEYS OR VALUES SIMULTANEOUSLY

  You can access all keys or all values simultaneously in dictionary.

  To access keys use this, dictionary Name. Key ( )

  To access values use this, dictionary Name. Value3 ( )

  e.g. >>> student = {“Name” : “Vihaan”, “Roll No” : 35, “Subject” : “Computer”, “Address” : “Delhi”}

   >>> student keys ( )

   ['Name', 'RollNo', 'Subject', 'Address']

   >>>Student. values () 

   [‘Vihaan’, 35, ‘Computer’, ‘Delhi’]

  CHARACTERISTICS OF DICTIONARY

  Some characteristics of dictionary are as follows :

	 	l Not in Sequence : List, string and tuple all are in sequence but dictionary is not in a particular sequence. 
Dictionary is an unordered collection.

	 	l Keys must be unique : Keys should not be duplicate in dictionary. They must be unique which used to 
identify the values of dictionary. Values can be duplicate but keys can't.

	 	l Mutable : Dictionaries are mutable which means they can be modified after creation. To change value of 
respective key use following

dictionaryName [Key] = Value

  l Indexed by keys : Keys are used to access the elements of the dictionary. While lists, tuples and strings 
use index number to access the elements.

  WORKING WITH DICTIONARIES

  Various operations are performed in dictionaries. Some of them are

	 	l Creating a Dictionary : Dictionary can be created using key value pair.

     >>> Student = {‘Name’ : ‘Vihaan’, ‘RollNo’ : 35, ‘Subject’ : ‘Computer’}

   Key - Value can be added into an empty dictionary.

     >>> Employee  = { }

     >>> Employee

     {}

     >>> Employee [‘Name’] = ‘Shekhar’

     >>> Employee [‘Salary’] = 30000

     >>> Employee [‘Post’] = ‘Accountant’

     >>> Employee

     {‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 30000, ‘Post’ : ‘Accountant’}

	 	l Adding Elements to a Dictionary : After creating a of dictionary, element (s) can be added to it.

   Syntax dictionaryName [Key] = value

   e.g. >>> Employee  = { ‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 30000, ‘Post’ : ‘Accountant’}

     >>> Employee [‘Age’] =32

     >>> Employee 

     {‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 30000, ‘Post’ : ‘Accountant’, ‘Age’ : 32} 

	 	l Updating Existing Elements in a dictionary : You can also update an existing element in a dictionary.

   Syntax  dictionaryName [Key] = value

   e.g. >>> Employee  = { ‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 30000, ‘Post’ : ‘Accountant’, 'Age' : 32}

     >>> Employee [‘Salary’] =35000

     >>> Employee 

     {‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 35000, ‘Age’ : 32‘, 'Post’ : ‘Accountant’}

  l Checking for Existence of a Key : Two operators are used to check for existence of a key. These are in and 
not in operators.

   Syntax  Key in dictionaryName

      Key not in dictionaryName
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   e.g. >>> Employee = {‘Name’ : ‘Shekhar’, ‘Salary’ : 30000, ‘Post’ : ‘Accountant’}

     >>> ‘Age’ in Employee

     False

     >>> ‘Salary’ in Employee

     True

     >>> ‘Age’ not in Employee

     True

     >>> ‘Name’ not in Employee

     False

  DICTIONARY FUNCTIONS AND METHODS

  There are various built-in functions and methods in Python to manipulate the dictionaries. Some of them are 
as follows.

  1. len ( ) This method is used to return the length of the dictionary that is counts the number of 
elements or key - value pairs present in the dictionary.

   Syntax len (dictionaryName)

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> len (state)

     5

     >>> state [“Punjab”] = “Chandigarh”

     >>> lens (state)

     6

  2. clear ( ) This method is used to remove all the elements of a dictionary

   Syntax  dictionaryName. clear ( )

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> state. clear ()

     >>> state

     {}

  3. get () This method is used to return the value of respective key. If key is not present in the 
dictionary, it will give error message.

   Syntax  dictionaryName. get (key, [default])

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> state. get (“Maharashtra”)

     ‘Mumbai’

     >>> state. get (“Punjab”)

     ‘Key not found’  

  4. items () This method is used to return all the elements i.e. all key value pairs. But, these key 
value pairs are not in order.

   Syntax  dictionaryName. item ( )

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
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   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> state. item ( )

     dict _ items ([(‘Uttar Pradesh’, ‘Lucknow’),

     (‘Madhya Pradesh’, ‘Bhopal’),

     (‘Maharashtra’, ‘Mumbai’),

     (‘Rajashtan’, ‘Jaipur’).

     (‘Gujarat’, ‘Gandhi Nagar’)])

  5. keys () This method returns only keys of the dictionary.

   Syntax  dictionaryName. keys ()

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> state. keys ( )

     dict _ keys ([‘Uttar Pradesh’, ‘Madhya Pradesh’, ‘Maharashtra’, ‘Rajashthan’, ‘Gurjarat’])

  6. values ( ) This method returns only values of the dictionary.

   Syntax  dictionaryName. values ()

   e.g. >>> state = {“Uttar Pradesh” : “Lucknow”, “Madhya

     Pradesh” : “Bhopal”, “Maharashtra” : “Mumbai”, “Rajashtan” : “Jaipur”, “Gurjarat” :   
   “Gandhi Nagar”}

     >>> state. values ()

     dict _ values ([‘Lucknow’, ‘Bhopal’, ‘Mumbai’, ‘Jaipur’, ‘Gandhi Nagar’])

  7. update () This method updates the existing dictionary with new dictionary if needed.

   Syntax  dictionary1. update (dictionary2)

   e.g. >>> student = {“Name” : “Rakhi”, “Class” : 11, “Subject” : “Mathematics”, “Roll No” : 27}

     >>> student1 = {“Address” : “Delhi”, “Subject” : “Science”}

     >>> student. update (student1)

     >>> student

     {‘Name’ : ‘Rakhi’, 

     ‘Class’ : 11, 

     ‘Subject’ : ‘Science’

     ‘RollNo.’ : 27,

     ‘Address’ : ‘Delhi’}

     >>>student1

     {‘Address’ : ‘Delhi’, ‘Subject’ : ‘Science’}

 qqq

CHAPTER-9
INTRODUCTION TO PYTHON MODULES

Revision Notes
  A module is a Python object with arbitrarily named attributes that you can bind and reference. A module 

 allows you to logically organise your Python code.

  In Python modules we can define different functions, classes and variables.
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  All Python code for module are stored in a file named filename. py. where py is the extension of Python code 
 file.

  A module can contain executable statements as well as function definitions. These statements are intended to 
 initialize the module.

  Modules can import other modules. It is mandatory but not required to place all import statements at the 
 beginning of a module.

  Import STATEMENT

	 	l Import statement combines two operations : It searches for the named module, then it binds the results 
of that search to a name in the local namespace.

	 	l When a module is first imported, Python searches for the module python standard library and if found, 
it creates a module object, initializing it.

   Snytax import module_ name

  MATHEMTICAL FUNCTION

  In Python, math module is used to perform mathematical functions. Definition of all mathematical functions 
 are stored in math module.

  To perform mathematical functions, we must import the math module.

   Various mathematical functions are as follows

  l sqrt ( ) If you want to find the squareroot of any number. sqrt ( ) function is used in Python.

    Syntax syntax : math.sqrt.(num)

     e.g. >>> import math

      >>> num = math. sqrt (49)

      >>> print (num)

      7.0

      >>> print (math. sqrt (–9))

      Trackback (most recent call last) :

                   File "<pyshell# 27>", line 1, in <module> print (math. sqrt(–9))

      ValueError : math domain Error

  l ceil() It is used to return ceiling value of any number. It gives smallest integer but not less than that 
number.

    Syntax

    e.g., math. ceil (num)

      math. ceil (number)

    e.g. >>> import math

      >>> num = math. ceil (79.23)

      >>> print (num)

      80

      >>> print (math. ceil (–25.46))

      –25

	 	l floor ( ) It returns the value which is equal or less than given number.

    Syntax 

      math. floor (number)

    e.g. >>> import math

      >>> num = math. floor (82.45)

      >>> print (num)

      82

      >>> print (math. floor (–82.45))

      –83

	 	l pow ( ) It returns x raised to the power y. In Python, there are two ways to perform this.
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    Syntax   or 

      pow (x, y)   pow (x, y, mod)

    When third argument is given python calculate x to the power of y modules z i.e., pow(x, y) % z

    e.g. >>> import math

      >>> a = 5

      >>> b = 3

      >>> num = pow (a, b)

      >>> print (num)

      125

      >>> pow (5, 3, 20)

      5

      >>> pow (16, 2, 4)

      0

	 	l fabs ( ) It returns the positive floating point value of the number. This positive value is called absolute 
value.

    Syntax 

      math. fabs (number)

    e.g. >>> import math

      >>> num = – 67

      >>> math. fabs (num)

      67.0

      >>> print (math. fabs (49))

      49.0
  Random module/methods
  This module is used to generate random number.
  Various random methods are as follows
  l random ( ) It returns a random floating point number between 0 and 1. Returned number will be in form of float.
   Syntax                        
      random. random ()
    e.g. >>> import random
      >>> random. random ()
      0.434539783417921
	 	l randint ( ) It takes two arguments start and end and generate random number between these arguments.
    Syntax                        
      random. randint (start, end)
    e.g. >>> import random 
      >>> random. randint (20, 80)
      74
      >>> random. randint (–10, –50)
      –25
	 	l randrange ( ) It retruns and generate pseudo random number between the given range of values. It taken 

three parameters start, stop and step, where step are and start is optional.
    Syntax                        
      random. randrange (start, stop, step)
    e.g. >>> import random 
      >>> random. randrange (20, 200, 20)
      60
      >>> random. randrange (–60, –10, 10)

      –40
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  STATISTICS MODULE

  The statistics module provides functions for calculating mathematical statistics of numeric data. The following 
 popular statistical functions are defined in this module.

  l mean ( ) This method is used to calculate the arithmetic mean of numbers which can given in list and tuples.

    Syntax                        

      statistics. mean (dath)

    e.g. >>> import statistics 

      >>> list1 = [23, 65, 89, 78, 45]

      >>> statistics. mean (list1)

      60

      >>> tuple1 = (56, 98, 78, –23, 44)

      >>> statistics. mean (tuple1)

      50.6

	 	l median ( ) This function is used to find the median of numbers which are given in list or tuple.

    Syntax                        

      statistics. median (list/tuple)

    e.g. >>> import statistics 

      >>> list1 = [23, 65, 89, 78, 45]

      >>> statistics. median (list1)

      65

      >>> tuple1 = (56, 98, 78, –23, 44, –78)

      >>> statistics.median (tuple1)

      50.0

  l mode ( ) This method is used to find the mode of numbers which are given in list or tuple. (it returns the 
most often repeated value of the set)

    Syntax                        

      statistics. mode (list/tuple)

    e.g. >>> import statistics 

      >>> list1 = [23, 65, 89, 78, 45, 45]

      >>> statistics.mode (list1)

      45

      >>> tuple1 = (56, 98, 78, –23, 44, –78)

      >>> statistics. mode (tuple1)

    statistics Error : no unique mode; found 6 equally common values

	 qqq

UNIT-III
DATA HANDLING

CHAPTER-10
DATA HANDLING WITH NUMPY ARRAYS

Revision Notes
 l Numpy is the fundamental package for scientific computing with python.

 l We shall read the following facts about Numpy :
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  a powerful N-dimensional array object

  Sophisticated functions

   Tools for integrating the code of other familiar high level languages such as C/C++ and Java useful in 
linear algebra, Fourier transform capabilities and random number generation.

 l Besides its obvious scientific uses, Numpy can also be used as an efficient multi-dimensional container of 
 generic data. Arbitrary data-types can be defined. This allows Numpy to shamelessly and speedily integrate 
 with a wide variety of databases. 

 l Numpy contains ndarrays as a data structure. Knowledge of Numpy ndarrays is useful as it forms the 
 foundation for the pandas data structures. Another Key benefit of Numpy arrays is that they execute what 
 is known as vectorized operations these are operations that require traversing looping on a python array 
 much faster.

  Numpy ndarrays

  The Numpy library is a very important package used for numerical computing with Python. The primary 
 data structure in Numpy is the array class ndarray. It is a homogenous multidimensioanal (n-dimensional) 
 table of elements which are indexed by integers just as a normal array. Numpy rdarrays is also known as 
 numpy array.

  Its primary features include the following :

 l The Type Numpy. ndarray, a homogenous multidimensional array.

 l Access to numerous mathematical functions-linear algebra, statistics and Pyplot etc.

  Numpy array creation

  Numpy arrays can be created in a number of ways via calls to various Numpy methods.

  Numpy arrays via numpy array

  Numpy arrays can be created via the numpy. array constructor directly as below, import 

  Numpy array via various other functions

	 l These functions include numpy.zeros, numpy.ones, numpy.eye, numpy.random.rand, and numpy. 
empty.  

 l The argument must be a tuple in each case. for example, for a 1D array, one can just specify the number 
of elements, no need for a tuple.

  Note : We will use Anaconda software to do numpy array programming.

  One dimensional array -1D Array 

  1D array contains only single row or column. This array is also known as vectors. 1D array is created with 
 rank 1. arrange is also used to create 1D array. To use arrange function, we must use import numpy as 
 <variable name.>

  e.g. In[1]  : import numpy as np

    a = np.arange(5)

    a

   out [1] : array ([0, 1, 2, 3, 4])

  You can also change the list into numpy array by following syntax :

   array_name = np.array(list_name)

  e.g.,  In[2]: import numpy as np

    list = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

    a1 = np.array(list)

    a1

   Out[2] : array([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])

  Indexing is used to access the elements of numpy array. 

  Syntax array_name[index_number]

  e.g. In[3] : a1[2]

   Out[3] : 3

   In[4] : a1[0]

   Out[4] : 1
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  By the following  syntax, you can change the value of Numpy array after creation. It can be done because Numpy 
arrays are mutable which allow to change the value after creation.

array_name[index_number] = value.

  e.g.  In[5] : a1[1] = 8 

    print (a1)

   Out [5] : [1, 8, 3, 4, 5]

  Two dimensional array-2D Array

  2D array is made with rows and columns. This type of array is also known as matrix. 2D array is created by 
arrange () function with reshape.

  e.g.  In [6]: import numpy as np

   a = np.arange (9).reshape (3, 3)

   Out [6] : array ([0, 1, 2]),

   [3, 4, 5]

   [6, 7, 8]])

  2D array can also be created with values that are given by user.

   In[7] : a1 = np.array([[2, 4], [3, 7]])

   a1

   Out[7] : array ([[2, 4],

   [3, 7]])

  Values of 2D array can be accessed by following syntax-

  < array_Name>[row, column]

  Or arrayName[row][column]

  e.g.  In[8] : a[2][1]

   Out[8] : 7

  Like 1D array, values of 2D array can be modified.

  Use following syntax to do this

  array Name[row][column] = value

  e.g. In[9] = a[0][1] = 13

   a

   Out[9] : array ([[0, 13, 2],

   [3, 4, 5],

   [6, 7, 8]])

  Numpy indexing and Slicing

  Array indices in Numpy start at 0, as in languages such as Python, Java and C++ and unlike in Fortran, 
Matlab and octave which start at 1. Arrays can be indexed in the standard way as we would index into any 
other Python sequences :

  e.g., # print entire array, element 0, element 1, last element

  ar = np.arrange(5)

  print(ar)

  Output  [0 1 2 3 4]

   In [1] : ar[0]

   Out [1] : 0

   In[2] : ar [1]

   Out[2] : 1

   In[3] : ar[–1]
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   Out[3] : 4

  # 2nd last and 1st element

   In[4] : ar[–2]

   Out [4] : 3

   In[5] : ar [0]

   Out[5] = 0

  Array Slicing : Slicing is basically extracting particular set of elements from an array. Arrays can be sliced 
using the following syntax

  <arrayName>[StartIndex : endIndex : StepIndex]

  e.g.  In[6] : import numpy as np

    a = np.arange(8)

   Out[6] : array([0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7])

   In[7] : a[0 : 6 : 2]

   Out[7] : array ([0, 2, 4])

   In [8] : a [: 2 : 4]

   Out [8] : array ([2, 3])

  Other operations that are available for array sorting include the following :

  l	np.min ( ) : It returns the minimum element in the array

  l	np.max ( ) : It returns the maximum element in the array

  l	np.std ( ) : It returns the standard deviation of the elements in the array

  l	np.var ( ) : It returns the variance of elements in the array.

  l	np.argmin ( ) : It returns indices of minimum value

  l	np.argmax ( ) : It returns indices of maximum value

  l	np.all ( )  : It tests whether all array elements along the mentioned axis evaluate to True.

  l	np.any ( ) : It tests whether any array elements along the mentioned axis evaluate to True.

  Array Join

  Tow or more arrays can be joined by numpy.concatenate method in Numpy. numpy. concatenate method 
 takes two parameters.

  Syntax numpy. concatenate ((a1, a2, .....), axis) Here, axis is optional

  e.g.  In[9] : import numpy as np

   a1 = np.array([[2, 4],[3, 7]])

   a2 = np. array ([[4, 3], [9, 7]])

   np.concatenate ((a1, a2))

   Out [9] : array ([[2, 4],

   [3, 7],

   [4, 3],

   [9, 7]])

  Arithmetic Operations on 2D

  Following are the 2D arithmetic operations in ndarray :

   (i) resize ( ) (vi) subset ( )

   (ii) reshape ( ) (vii) Sorting ( )

   (iii) vector ( ) (viii) indexing ( )

   (iv) slice ( ) (ix) selecting ( )

  (v) join ( )

 qqq
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UNIT-IV
DATA MANAGEMENT

CHAPTER-11
RELATIONAL DATABASES

Revision Notes 
  Data, in the context of databases, refers to all the single items that are stored in a database, either individually 

 or as a set.

  Database is a collection of interclated data which is stored together to serve multiple applications.

  A database has the following properties :

	 l  It is a coherent collection of data with some inherent meaning. A random assortment as of data can‘t 
correctly be refer as database. 

 l A database is a design, build properly with data for a specific purpose.

 l A database can be of any size and complexity.

 l A database may be generated and maintained manually or it can be computerised.

Database Management System (DBMS)

  It is a collection of programs that enables users to create and maintain a database.

	  The DBMS is a general purpose system that facilitates the process of defining, constructing, manipulating and 
 sharing database among various users & application.

  e.g. : ORACLE, MS-ACCESS, FOXPRO, SQL, etc.

	  Defining a database involves specifying a data type, structure and constraint of the data to be stored in the 
 database.

	  Sharing a database allows multiple users and programs to access the database simultaneously.

	  The goal of a DBMS is to provide an Environment that is both convenient and efficient to use in 

 l retrieving Information from the database.

 l Storing information into the database.

  Databases are usually designed to manage large bodies of information. This involves

	 l definition of structures for information storage (data modelling).

 l provision of mechanisms for the manipulation of information (file and systems structure, query processing)

	 l providing for the safety of information in the database (crash recovery and security)

	 l concurrency control if the system is shared by users.

Components of Database systems

  components of Database systems

  (i) Data  (ii) Software

  (ii) Hardware  (iv) users

  Data Abstraction

  Main purpose of a database system is to provide users with an abstract view of the system. The system hides 
 certain details of how data is stored and created and maintained all complexity are hidden from database 
 users.
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  Levels of Data abstraction  : There are several levels of abstraction

View 1 View 2 View 3

Conceptual level

Physical level

 1. Physical Level

	 	 l How the data are stored :

   e.g. index, B-tree, hashing

	 	 l Lowest level of abstraction :

   e.g. Data compression and encryption techniques

	 	 l Complex low level structures

 2. Conceptual Level

	 l Next highest level of abstraction

	 l Describes what data are stored.

	 l Describes the relationships among data

	 l Database administrator level

 3. View Level

	 	l Highest level

	 	l Describes part of the database for a particular group of users.

	 	l Can be many different views of a database.

   e.g., tellers in a bank get a view of customer accounts, but not of payroll data.

  Data Model

	 	 l	 Data model is a collection of conceptual tools for describing data, data relationship, data semantics 
       and consistency constraints

  There are three different data models as

  (i)   Relational model (ii) Network model (iii) Hierarchical model

  (i) Relational model : Data and relationship are represented by a collection of tables. Each table has multiple 
columns with unique names. e.g. customer, account

  

Name City Street Number Number Balance

Neha

Riya

Riya

Akshi

Delhi

Delhi

Delhi

Gurugram

Mayur

Laxmi

Laxmi

Preet

900

647

801

647

900

336

647

801

33

100045

13453

105333

  (ii) Network Model : Data are represented by collections of records. Relationships among data are 
represented by links. Organization is that of an arbitrary graph

Neha

Riya

Akshi

Delhi Mayur

Delhi Laxmi

Gurugram Preet

900

336

647

33

100045

13453

801 105333

  (iii) Hierarchical Model : It is similar to the network model. Organisation of the records is as a collection of 
trees rather than arbitrary graphs.
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Neha Delhi Mayur Akshi Gurugram Preet

Riya Delhi Laxmi

900 30

801/105333 647/13453

647 13453

Relational Model :
  The relational model represents the database as a collection of relations. A relation is nothing but a table of 

 values. Every row in the table represent a collection of related data values. These row in the table denote a 
 real-world entity or relationship

  The table name and column name are helpful to interpret the meaning of values in each row. The data are 
 represented as a set of relations. In the relational model, data are stored as table, However, the physical 
 storage of the data is interdependent of the way the data are logically organized.

  Relational Model Terminology :

 l Attribute : In a database management system (DBMS) an attribute refers to a data base component such as 
table columns. It also may refer to a database field. Attribute describe the instance in the row of database. 
E.g. Student, Roll no., Name etc.  

 l Relation : It is sometimes used to refer to a table in a relational database but is more commonly used to 
describe the relationships that can be created between those tables in a relational database. Relations have 
three important properties a name, cardinality and degree. These are described as : 

  Name : The first property of a relation is its name which is represented by the title or entity identifier.

  Cardinality : It refers to the number of rows (curples) in relation that defines the uniqueness of data value 
contained in a column.

  Degree : It refers to the number of column (attributes) in each tuple.

 l Domain : It is defined as the set of all unique values permitted for an attribute. For example; a domain of 
dates is the set of all possible valid dates, a domain of integer is all possible whole number, a domain of day 
of week is Monday, Tuesday ............ Sunday. 

  Tuples →	Rows of relations are generally termed as tuples.

Keys
  It is a data item that allows to uniquely identify individual occurrences of an entity type.

  An entity type usually has an attribute whose values are distinct for each individual entity in the entity set 
 such a attributes is called key attribute.

  A key is normally correlated with one column in table and it might be associated with multiple tables.

 (i) Primary Key

	   The primary key of a relation can be said to be a minimal super key.

  The field or group of fields which forms the unique identifier for a table is called the table‘s primary key.

  The primary key uniquely identifies each record in the table and must never be the same for two records. 

  e.g. Emp-code can be primary key for entity set Employes. The primary key should be chosen such that its 
 attributes are never or very rarely changed. For instance, the address field of a person should not be part of 
 the primary key, since it is likely to change.

  Emp-Code, on the other hand, is guaranteed to never change, till the is in the organisation.

 (ii) Candidate Key 

	  There is only one primary key in a table. But there can be multiple candidate keys. A candidate key is an 
attribute or set of attributes that uniquely identifies a record.

	  These attributes or combinations of attributes are called candidate keys.
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	  When there are more than one candidate keys, one of the candidate key is chosen to be a primary key. The 
remaining candidate keys are called alternate keys.

 (iii) Foreign Key

	  In a relation, column whose data values correspond to the values of a primary key column in another 
relation is called foreign key.

	  In a relational database, the foreign key of a relation would be the primary key of another relation.

 (iv) Super key

  For an entity, it is a set of one or more attributes whose combined value uniquely identifies the entities in the 
 entity set.

  e.g. For an entity set Employees, the set of attributes (Emp-name, Address) can be considered to be a super 
 key, if we assume that there are no two employees with the same name Emp-name and same address.  

 (v)  Alternate key

  If any one of the candidate keys among the different candidate keys available, is selected as primary key then 
 remaining keys are called alternate keys.

	 qqq

CHAPTER-12
STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE (SQL)

Revision Notes
  SQL (Structured Query Language) consists of commands, each command has an operational part and 
condition part. Operation is executed through a search in all relations defined in relation database.

  Required solution (list of data) is returned by the command. The data listed in solution satisfies all condi-
tions given in that command.

  SQL is a comprehensive data base language, it has statements for data definition, query and update. 
Hence, it is both DDL and DML.

  In addition, it has facilities for defining videos on the data base for specifying security and authorization, 
for defining integrity constrains and for specifying transaction controls. It also has rules for embedding 
SQL statements into a general purpose programming language such as C or Pascal.

  SQL provides commands for a variety of tasks including

(i)  querying data 

(ii) inserting, updating and deleting rows in a table 

(iii) creating, altering, and dropping objects 

(iv) controlling access into the database and its objects.

  Type of SQL statements

 SQL statements can be divided into three major categories

(1) Data manipulation Language (DML) - These statements consist of queries that retrieve data from tables 
in a database and statements that change the data in the database. SQL statements under this category 
are SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE ETC.

(2) DATA Definition Language (DDL) - These statements define the structure of the database DDL  
consists of these statements that create, alter and drop database objects and statements that grant and 
revoke privileges and roles to users of the database. Statements under this category are CREATE, AL-
TER, DROP, GRANT, REVOKE, etc.

(3) Transaction Control Language (TCL) - These commands manage changes made by data manipu lation 
language commands. These commands are COMMIT, ROLLBACK, etc.

  Data Types

•	 VARCHAR 2 (SIZE) :  It is Variable length characters string having maximum length size bytes. 
Maximum size is 2000.

•	 CHAR (size) : It is specifies a fixed length characters string. Maximum size is 255. Default size 255. 
Trying to insert a value too large for column 
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•	 VARCHAR (size) : This data type is currently synonymous with VARCHAR 2 datatype. 

•	 NUMBER (PS): It is used to store fixed or floating point numbers ranging from 1.0 *10-130 to 9.99*10125. 

•	 P-Precision or total number of digits range 1 to 38. 

•	 S-Scale or numbers of digits to right of decimal point.

•	 LONG: It stores variable length character strings containing up to 2 gigabytes.

•	 DATA: It is used to store and time information. Default format is DD-MON-YY.

  Creating database objects: Create command

Create command used to create database objects.

Syntax

CREATE TABLE name 

  (Column_name 1 datatype [column constraint],

  Column –name 2 datatype [column constraint],

  �
  Column_name n datatype [column constraint]).

The following statement creates an EMPLOYEE table : 

CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE

 (Emp_No Number (6) PRIMARY KEY,

 Emp_Name char (30) NOT NULL,

 DEPT   CHAR (20)

 Salary   Numbers

 );

  Altering definition of table : Alter Command

ALTER TABLE command is used to alter the definition of a table in the database. 

Syntax

ALTER TABLE Table_name ADD column_name datatype size :

e.g ALTER TABLE  employee ADD age numbers;

 Some times we need to change the datatype of a column. To do this, we use ALTER TABLE with MOD-
IFY column command syntax

 Syntax

ALTER TABLE Table –name Modify column name. datatype (size):

 e.g  ALTER TABLE Employee MODIFY salary numbers (10):

  INSERT Command

 INSERT command is used to add rows to a table.

 Syntax

 INSERT INTO Table_name VALUES (data_value1 data_value2);

 The number and sequence of data values should match that of columns in the table, If the number of 
data values less then specify the column names into which data is being entered as illustrated.

  INSERT INTO Table_name (column1, column2) VALUES  (data_value1, data_value 2);

  To insert null values. NULL may be used,

 INSERT INTO EMP VALUES (1001,’sharma’,NULL, 3000, NULL);

  SELECT Command

 SELECT command is used to retrieve the sub part of rows or columns from one or more tables.

 Syntax

 SELECT column_name FROM Table_name;

  Table:Employee

Emp_code Emp_name Designation Salary Joining-Date

1001 Rahul Accountant 25000 2011-5-25

1002 Krishna Clerk 20000 2010-6-19
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1003 Akshat Accountant 22000 2012-7-22

1004 Apoorvi Clerk 18000 2013-3-17

1005 Nishant Supervisor 24000 2016-4-23

1006 Sonam Accountant 22000 2010-5-24

1007 Pihu Maneger 38000 2012-6-18

e.g SELECT Emp_Name FROM Employee;

 Output 

Emp_ Name

Rahul

Krishna

Akshat

Apoorvi

Nishant

Sonam

Pihu

 If you want to display the details of all employee, asterisk * is used.

 Syntax SELECT*FROM Table_name ;

 e.g. SELECT* FROM Employee;

  Using Distinct keyword

 DISTINCT keyword is used to eliminate the duplicate rows from the result of SELECT statement.

 Syntax SELECT DISTINCT column_name FROM Table_name

 e g SELECT DISTINCT Designation FROM Employee;

 Output

Designation

Clerk

Accountant

Supervisor

Manager

  Using ALL Keyword 

 If you use All Keyword instead of DISTINCT, it will give all rows with duplicate from the result of a 
SELECT statement.

 Syntax SELECT ALL column_name From Table_name ; 

 e.g. SELECT ALL Designation FROM Employe;

 Output 

Designation

Accountant

Clerk

Accountant

Clerk

Supervisor

Accountant

Manager

  Using WHERE clause

 WHERE cluse in SELECT statement specifies the criteria for selection of rules to be returned. It gives the 
particular result based on some condition. 

 Syntax SELECT column_name 1,  column_name 2
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 FROM Table name WHERE condition;

 e.g SELECT Emp_name Designation FROM Employee WHERE salary >22000;

 Output 

Emp_ name Designation

Rahul Accountant

Sonam Accountant

Pihu Maneger

  Logical Operator

 Logical operators are used with WHERE clause. These operators are 

•	 OR operator e.g. To list the employee’s details having Emp_code as 1004 or 1006 from table Employee.

 SELECT Emp_code, Emp_name, Designation, salary FROM Employee WHERE (Emp_code =1004 or 
Emp_code 1006);

•	 AND Operator e.g. To list the employee’s details having Emp_code as 1005 but with Salary less than 
24000.

 SELECT Emp_code Emp_name , Designation, Salary FROM Employee WHERE (Emp_code 1005 AND 
Salary < 24000);

  NOT operator e.g. To list all employees details whose Emp_code are other than 1004.

 SELECT Emp_code Emp_name, Designation, Salary FROM Employee Where (NOT Emp_code =1004).

  BETWEEN operator  This Operator defines the specified range of values that come to make condition 
true. In this, lower limit and upper limit are give as a range.

 e.g. SELECT Emp_code, Emp_Name , Designation FROM Employee

 WHERE Salary BETWEEN 21000 and 25000;

 Output 

Emp_code Emp_Name Designation

1001 Rahul Accountant

1003 Akshat Accountant

1005 Nishant Supervisor

1006 Sonam, Accountant

  IN Operator

 This operator allows you to easily test if the expression matches any value in the list of values. You can 
also use NOT IN to exclude the  rows in your list.

 e.g. To list all the employee’s with designation Clerk, Manager

 SELECT Emp_Code, Emp_name, Designation, Salary FROM Employes.

 WHERE Designation IN (‘clerk ‘,’Manager);

 But if you want to display the details of those employee whose designation not in Accountant.

 SELECT* FROM Employees

 WHERE Designation NOT IN ('Accountant');

  LIKE Operator

 These operator is used in a WHERE clause to search for specified pattern in a column. Pattern are de-
fined using two special wildcard characters.

•	 percent (%) matches any substring

•	 underscore (_) matches any one character

•	 To illustrate pattern matching

•	  “abc%” matches any string that start with ‘abc’

•	 “abc%” matches any string in which  abc comes in mid 

•	 "……” matches any string of exactly four characters.

•	 "……%" matches any string of at least 3 characters 

 e.g. SELECT Emp_code Emp_name FROM Employee WHERE Emp_Name Like "%00%";
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 Output 

Emp_code Emp _Name 

1004 Appoorvi

  ORDER BY Clause

 This clause is used with. SELECT statement for arranging retrieved data in sorted order. To sort the data 
in descending order DESC keyword is used while order by clause by default sorts the retrieved data in 
ascending order.

 Syntax SELECT column_name 1 , column_name 2

   FROM Table_name 

   WHERE condition 

   ORDER By column_name ;

 e.g SELECT Emp_Code, Emp_name Salary 

   FROM Employee

   WHERE Salary <25000

   ORDER By Emp_Name;

  Output 

Emp_code Emp_Name Salary

1003 Akshat 22000

1004 Apoorvi 18000

1002 Krishna 20000

1005 Nishant 24000

1006 Sonam 22000

  DELETE Command

 DELETE Command is used to remove the rows of the Table. It does not delete individual field from the 
table.

 Syntax DELETE FROM Table_Name where condition;

 e.g. DELETE.FROM Employee WHERE Emp_code = 1004;

  SELECT* FROM Employee;

  Output

Emp_ code Emp-Name Designation Salary Joining Date 

1001 Rahul Accountant 25000 2011-5-25

1002 Krishna Clerk 20000 2010-6-19

1003 Akshat Accountant 22000 2012-7-22

1005 Nishant Supervisor 24000 2016-4-23

1006 Sonam Accountant 22000 2010-5-24

1007 Pihu Manager 38000 2012-6-18

 To remove the all rows from table use 

  DELETE FROM Table_name;

 It will delete all rows but not a table structure.

  DROP Command

 DROP command is used to delete a whole database or just a table. It destroys the objects like an existing 
database, table, index, etc. 

 Syntax DROP TABLE Table_Name;

 Or 

 DROP DATABASE database_name ;
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 Ø UPDATE Command

 UPDATE Command is used to modify the existing records in a table. You can use WHERE clause with 
the UPDATE command to update the selected rows, otherwise all rows would be affected.

 Syntax

   UPDATE Table_name 

   SET Column 1 = value 1 Column 2 = value .........,

   WHERE condition; 

 e.g. To change the salary of all employees to 35000, use this 

   UPDATE Employee 

   Set Salary =35000;

 But if you want to change the salary to 35000 only for those Employees that have salary less then or 
equal to 20000, use this 

   UPDATE Employee 

   SET Salary = 35000

   WHERE Salary <=20000;

 To update multiple columns change the Salary and designation of those Employees who have  
Emp_code 1002

   UPDATE Employee

   SET Salary = 40000, Designation = Supervisor WHERE Emp_code 1002;

� qqq

CHAPTER-13
AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS

Revision Notes 
 Ø Aggregate functions is a function where the values of multiple rows are grouped together as input on; 
certain criteria to from a single value of more significant value of more significant meaning.

 Ø Aggregate functions are also Known as group functions. These functions appear in SELECT command 
and in ORDER By and HAVING clauses.

 Ø Some of the aggregate functions are MIN , MAX, AVG, COUNT, SUM.

   Table : Employee

Emp-Code Name Salary Department City

101 Neha 30000 HR Meerut

102 Keshav 25000 Admin Meerut

103 Amit 45000 HR Delhi

104 Arif 42000 Accountant Bengaluru

105 Ruchi 38000 Admin Delhi

106 Anshul 35000 Admin Delhi

 MIN() function

 MIN() function is used to return the minimum or smallest value from the selected column. 

 Syntax

  SELECT MIN (Column –name FROM Table –Name ; 

 e.g. To show the minimum salary of employee from table named Employee , use following query 

  SELECT MIN (salary) FROM Employee;
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 Output

MIN (salary)

25000

  Or 

  SELECT MIN (salary) “MINIMUM” FROM Employee ;

 Output

MINIMUM

25000

 MAX () function 

 MAX () function is used to return the maximum or largest value from the selected column.
 Syntax

  SELECT MAX ( column name) FROM Table – name ;

 e.g. TO show the maximum salary of employee from the table named Employee , use following query.
  SELECT MAX (Salary) FROM Employee;

 Output

MAX Salary

45000

  or

  SELECT MAX (Salary) “Maximum” FROM Employee ;

 Output

Maximum

45000

 Ø AVG() function 

 AVG () function is used to return the average value of a specified column.
 Syntax

  SELECT AVG ( column_name) FROM table_name ;

 e.g. To find the AVG salary of employee from table named Employee, use Following query.
  SELECT AVG (salary ) FROM Employee;

 Output 

AVG

35833.3333

 Ø COUNT() function

  COUNT() function is used to return the total number of values in the selected column This function re-
turns the number of rows from a table. It includes all nu or duplicate values.

 Syntax

  SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Table_name;

 e.g. To show the total number of records in a table named Employee, use following query 
  SELECT COUNT (*) FROM Employee;

 Output 

COUNT(*)

6

 DISTINCT clause can also be used with count () function , to return the number of distinct rows in a table .

 Syntax

  SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT column_name) FROM Table_name ;

  e.g.  TO show the number of rows in city from table Employee SELECT COUNT (city) “city” FROM Em-
ployee ;
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 Output

City

6

 e.g To show the distinct values of column city from Employee .

  SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT city) “city” FROM Employee ;

 Output

City

3

 Ø SUM() function 

 SUM() function is used to return the sum of values in the selected columns. It works on numeric values 
and does not include NULL values.

 Syntax

  SELECT SUM (column_name) FROM Table_name ;

 e.g. To show the sum of salary of table Employee . 

  SELECT SUM (salary) FROM Employee ;

 Output

SUM(salary)

21500

 Ø GROUP BY Clause

 GROUP BY clause is used in a SELECT statement in conjunctions with aggregate functions to group the 
result based on distinct values in a column .

 e.g.  To show the sum of salary from table named Employee using SUM() function group by Department 
column 

  SELECT Department, SUM(salary) FROM) Employee 

 Output

Department SUM(salary)

HR 75000

Admin 98000

Accountant 42000

 Ø Aggregate Functions and NULL values 

 Ø None of the aggregate functions takes NULL into consideration. NULL is simply ignored by all the ag-
gregate functions.

Table : Employee

Emp_Code Name Salary Department

101 Neha 30000 HR

120 Keshav NULL Admin

103 Amit 45000 HR

104 Arif 42000 Accountant

105 Ruchi 38000 Admin

106 Anshul NULL Admin

 e.g. To count the number of rows from a table named Employee in salary column . 

  SELECT COUNT (salary) FROM Employee ;

 Output

COUNT (salary)

4

 e.g TO calculate the average of salary column from Employee table .
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  SELECT AVG (salary ) FROM Employee;

 Output

AVG(salary)

38750

	 qqq

UNIT-V
Computer Systems and Organisations

CHAPTER-14
CYBER SAFETY AND SOCIAL NETWORKING

TOPIC-1
CYBER SAFETY

Revision Notes
  Tips for safely browsing the Internet:

•	 Update the software regularly.

•	 Keep the web browser protected.

•	 Observe safe online behaviour.

•	 Use strong and unique passwords.

•	 Download only trusted files and applications.

•	 Do net get lured with impossible offers.

•	 Handle online transactions carefully.

•	 Make payments through secured connections.

•	 Use ad blocker.

•	 beware of cookies. Cookies are small text files on the computer storing small pieces of information 
related to online habits of the user.

•	 Always bookmark important sites.

•	 Choose for private browsing through Incognito browsing, Proxy and Virtual Private Network (VPN).

  Cyber safety refers to the safe and responsible use of information and communication technology.

  Identity theft is a type of fraud that involutes using someone else’s identity to steal money or gain other 
benefits.

  Whenever a user visits a website, the browser may reveal  the location via the device’s IP address.

  Browsers also provide search and browsing history.

  Websites track their visitors through:

•	 IP Address: It is a device’s unique address to connect to the Internet. From this IP Address, a website 
can determine the rough geographical location of the device.

•	 Cookies : These are small pieces of information websites can store in the browser.

•	 HTTP Referrer is a link on a web page to outside website. It automatically provides the visitor’s infor-
mation, such as IP address, location, web browser, machine type, etc. to the linked website.

•	 Super cookies are persistent cookies that come back even after being deleted.
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•	 User Agent is a string or a line of text, that browser sends to every website, a device connects to. It tells 
the web server about the web browser and the OS being used.

  Anonymous browsers allow users to view websites without revealing any personal information of the 
user like their IP address, machine type, location etc.

  Confidentiality of Information ensures that only authorize users get access to sensitive and protected data.
  Confidentiality of information is maintained by:

(a) Encryption of data.
(b) Use of firewall
(c) Private browsing 
(d) Accessing safe sites 
(e) Carefully handling e-mails
(f) Avoiding use of public network.

  Cybercrime is a criminal act facilitated by use of electronic gadgets and information systems through in-
ternet. Cyber criminals are also called hackers.

  Some common cybercrimes are:
(a) Cyber Trolls - These are the persons who start quarrels on the internet to distract a community and 

provoking the readers to behave emotionally.
(b) Cyber Bullying - This is the attack upon an individual through electronic means to abuse or intimi-

date others.
(c) Cyber Stalking - It is the use of internet to harass an individual or an organisation.
(d) Spreading Rumors - This is the act of creating fake e-mail IDs, masking actual identification and 

posting false information on social media.
  Cyber Forensics - It is an electronic discovery technique used to determine and reveal technical criminal 
evidence. 

  The Information Technology Act, 2000 or IT Act, 2000 is the primary law in India dealing with cybercrime 
and electronic commerce.

TOPIC-2
SOCIAL NETWORKING

Revision Notes
  So0.05cial Media refers to web and mobile technologies that people use to share content and experience 
online.

  A social networking site is an application or online platform that allows users to create a public profile and 
interact with other users on the website.

  Online friends are the connections that are made online.
  Facebook : It is a platform that allows people to share information in the form of posts, photos, videos, 
etc. in an easy and entertaining way. Users can also post comments and like posts shared by their friends.

  Twitter :It is a microblogging site where people communicate in short messages called tweets. The charac-
ter limit for there twitter is 280 characters (It was 140 characters earlier).

  LinkedIn is a social networking site for professional the where they can create and upload their resumes 
or other work and experience related information.

  YouTube is a video-sharing service users can watch, like, upload and comment their own videos.
  Blogs or Weblogs are online journals displaying information in reverse chronological order.
  Instagram is most popular social networking site for sharing photos and short videos.
  Whatever one does online, leaves a permanent footprint storing trails of his /her online activities, This is 
digital footprint or digital tattoos.

  Privacy Setting control: 
(a) who all can see your posts.
(b) who can send request to you.
(c) what post of your personal info is visible to others.
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  Do's and Dont's of Social Networking:

•	 Do not post personal information.

•	 Do not give your password to anyone except your parents/guardians.

•	 Delete unwanted messages.

•	 Take care while sharing posts.

•	 Update privacy settings on social media.

•	 Respect privacy of others.

•	 Update your software.

•	 Be aware of spams.

•	 Take caution for cyber bullying.

•	 Control the troll.

	 qqq

CHAPTER-15
SAFELY ACCESSING WEBSITES

TOPIC-1
Safely Accessing Websites

Revision Notes
  0.05Threat is a potential violation of security.

  Attack is when threat is actually executed

  People who execute attach are called attackers .

  Malware is an unwanted software that infects our computer and makes it behave in a way that’s not ac-
ceptable to us.

  Common threats to a computer are 

(i) Viruses: (a) Worms (b) Trojans

(ii) Spyware

(iii) Adware

(iv) Spamming

(v) PC Intrusion : (a) Denial of service (b) Sweeping (c) Password Guessing.

(vi) Phishing

(i) VIRUS

•	 Virus is a malicious program that damages data and files, thereby causing the system to malfunction.

•	 A virus can attack any part of the software such as boot block, operating system, files etc.

(a) Worms are programs that keep on replicating thereby unnecessarily eating up the disk space.

(b) Trojan Horses is a malicious program that is disguised as harmless. It may delete or damage file.

  Damage caused  by VIRUS

•	 Viruses damage documents or may even delete specific files. Most of the time a virus is programmed 
to damage system files.

•	 Virus tend to slow down the system by executing itself in the background.

•	 Some viruses attach themselves to the contacts in victims address book and then spread through 
emails.
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(ii)  Spyware is a software that spies on the activities of a computer and reports it to the people who ca 
 pay for it. These get installed on a computer without the user’s consent by `Piggybacking’ a file or 
 from internet. These remain active unless someone switches them off or removes them properly

A spyware affects the system in Following ways.

(a) It monitors information about the owners computing habits, record the keystrokes when the 
user enters some information and thus lead to identity theft.

(b) It alters PC settings like the browser home page or appearance of desktop.

(c) It robs off the system or PC speed or internet access efficiency.

(iii) ADWARE are the software that deliver unwanted ads to your computer. Though this happens with 
the user’s consent most of the times.

•	 An adware just like spyware tracks your computing habits and data to reduce targeted ads that 
pop-up on your screen.

•	 An adware infected PC displays a lot of frequent pop-up ads.

•	 As the adware is active in the background and there is a frequent display of ads the speed of system 
is inhibited.

(iv) Spamming refers to bulk mails that are sent by an identified or unidentified source.

It is two types

(a) malicious - In this case the attacker keeps on sending bulk mails until the mail server runs out 
of space.

(b) Non malicious – In this form bulk mail sent to many accounts mainly for the purpose of adver-
tisement.

Damaging effects of spam

•	 Billions of spam messages that get circulated across the internet disrupt mail delivery and degrade 
system performance and overall productivity.

•	 Deleting spam is time consuming and wastes a lot of valuable time.

•	 Spam messages may contain fraudulent messages and sometimes act as VIRUS carriers.

(v) PC intrusion – Computers connected to internet are under a constant attack from cyber criminal PC 
intrusion can occur in following form 

(a) Sweeper Attack – Hackers use a malicious program to delete all the data from the system.

(b) Denial of services – In this attack all the system resources are used up unnecessarily and the 
system comes to halt.

(c) Password guessing – Hackers try to crack password of a system to break in the system and then 
use the system resources data and information for causing substantial damage.

(vi) Eavesdropping is the unauthorised monitoring of other people’s communications.

•	 Eavesdropping can be carried out through any of the communication devices and media such as 
telephone, emails, Instant messaging, chat rooms, social networking sites, etc.

•	 When a message is intercepted in between its routes of transmission and defaced by the attacker, it 
is called Man-in-the Middle attack.

(vii) When an imposter tricks a user by sending him authentic looking email there by acquiring sensitive 
information such as usernames, passwords, credit card information, etc., it is called Phishing:

•	 Pharming occurs when a legitimate URL leads to a bogus website by a hacker.

(viii) Cookies are small piece of data sent from a website and stored in a user’s web browser. Threats related 
to cookies are

(a) Session Data – On the sites that you visit regularly your username and password information 
is pulled from a tracking cookie. Chances are that someone may acquire your cookies and find 
the encryption key to get your passwords.

(b) Invasion of Privacy by cookies that track patterns of someone’s web activity.

(c) Cookies of your web activity stored in a public computer a larger risk of information being ac-
cessed without authorisation.
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TOPIC-2
Solutions to Computer Security Threats

Revision Notes
  Solution to computer security threats can be of two types 

 (a) Active Protection

 (b) Preventive measures

 (a) Active Protection involves installing and properly using an antivirus software that includes internet secu-
rity which includes protection against threats such as viruses, spyware and PC intrusion. 

 (b) Preventive measures include steps to prevent security issues from arising 

  Active protection 

•	 Use Anti-Virus and Anti – spyware software.

•	 Download updates regularly 

•	 Run frequent full system scans.

•	 Use Anti –spam software 

•	 Authorization while logging in 

•	 Authenticate the user 

•	 Use of Firewall

•	 Keep your computer offline to protect yourself from phishing and pharming 

•	 Contact credit agencies to report any possibilities of Identity theft.

  Preventive Measures

•	 Keep your system up-to-date 

•	 Use caution when downloading files on the internet

•	 Be careful with email 

•	 Disable cookies 

•	 Keep your email address private

•	 Use encrypted connection always.

•	 Install personal firewall.

•	 Avoid conducting online transactions on public

•	 Install internet security software 

•	 Use proper file access permissions when sharing files on the internet 

•	 Disconnect from internet when not in use 

•	 Don’t open emails from unknown sources 

•	 Check the security guideline of websites

•	 Instead the of clicking on an embedded link type the general link.

•	 Do not click , when in doubt 

  An internet firewall is a device or software that is designed to protect your computer from data and vi-
ruses that you do not want. It can be implemented in two ways 

 (a) Software firewall – It is a special type of computer software running on a computer that protects it from 
PC Intrusion, Trojan or e-mail worms. 

 (b) Hardware firewall is a physical equipment. It may be another computer also.
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